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  PROGRAM DESCRIPTION  
 

LINE CHART

What the Programs are Designed To Do:

The LINE CHART plotting package consists (as does each package in this

Solutions Book) of two programs: a file creation/editing program and a

plotting program. The editing program prompts the user for inputs by

which data files that contain the information necessary to create plots

using the HP TU4T70A plotter are created. The plot program translates

these data files into the appropriate HP-GL¥* commands to create plots

with the plotter. The programs are recorded on the included magnetic

cards under the file names "LEDIT" and "LPLOT" respectively.

The package allows the user to plot single-page, single- or multiple-line

charts. (The package should work with either the HP-IL option of the HP

TU4TOA plotter or with other interface options if the appropriate inter-

connect device is used.) The axes are not movable: the x-axis is located

at the bottom and the y-axis is at the extreme left side of the plot.

The axes may be labeled, as may the plot as a whole (with a "main title"

and "subtitle"), and the axes may be subdivided into numerically labeled

segments using labeled tic marks. The user may select between six line

types and two pen colors for use in plotting the line(s). Each line has
a legend by which it may be described.

The programs interface nicely with mass storage and display devices.

The programs work especially well with the HP 82163 Video Interface

if it is specified as the DISPLAY IS device. Printers are not supported

by the programs because of the nature of the plotter interface. The

plotter must be addresses as the PRINTER IS device and therefore no

other printer device may be accessed while running the programs.

* Hewlett-Packard Graphics Language - see your HP TU4T0A Interfacing and

Programming Manual.

 



 
 

 

 SAMPLE PROBLEM  
   

The following example assumes that the user has loaded the edit and the

plot programs into memory under the file names "LEDIT" and "LPLOT" respec-

tively. The example also assumes that the file "LINEDATA" does not exist

in memory, that the HP T4T70A is on the HP-IL loop, that it has been assigned

a device specifier and has been specified as the printer device (via the

 

PRINTER IS command).

 

DISPLAY KEYSTROKES
 

Line Plot File Creation

run "ledit" [RTN]

The initial prompts are straight forward. We would like to

create a new plot file and will use the default data file

name "LINEDATA".

New, old file, quit (n/0/q)? n
New data file name? LINEDATA

Since the file is new, it is empty.

[RTN]
[RTN]

We must supply values

for the plot's titles, and set the x- and y-scale values.

The titles used in this example are superfluous. The scale

used for both the x- and y-axes is the range 0 to 100 in

steps of 10.

Main title:

Subtitle:

X axis title:

Y axis title:

X min,max,inc.: 0,0,0

Y min,max,inc.: 0,0,0

Number of lines: 1

Main Title [RTN]
Subtitle [RTN]
X Axis [RTN]
Y Axis [RTN]
0,100,110 [RTN]
0,100,10 [RTN]
2 [RTN]

Once the number of lines is specified, descriptive legends,

line types and pen color must be chosen for each line. The

legend titles in the example are superfluous. We will

select line type 2 and default pen 1 (the left pen of the
HP 7470) for line one. For line two we will select line

type 7 and pen 2 (the right pen of the HP Tu4TO0A).

Upper legend #1:

Lower legend #1:

Line type & pen #1: 1,1

Upper legend #2:

Lower legend #2:

Line type & pen #2: 1,1

Line 1 [RTN]

[RTN]
2 [RTN]

Line 2 [RTN]
(second line) [RTN]
7,2 [RTN]
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Line

Line

Line

Line

Line

Line

Line

Line

Line

Line

Line

Each line must contain points to be plotted and these are

specified as xy coordinate pairs. Note that all of the

points specified must fall within the range 0 to 100 for

both x and y in accordance with the scales selected above.

Values outside this range would be rejected by the program.

1, # of points? 2 4 [RTN]

1, point 1: 0,0 [RTN]
1, point 2: 0,0 25,32 [RTN]

1, point 3: 0,0 50,19 [RTN]

1, point 4: 0,0 75,86 [RTN]

2, # of points? 2 5 [RTN]

2, point 1: 0,0 [RTN]

2, point 2: 15,25 [RTN]

30,45 [RTN]
63,37 [RTN]
92,78 [RTN]

2, point 4:

2, point 5: O
o
O
O
o0,

2, point 3: 0,

0,
0,

Once all of the points for all of the lines are specified,

the program cycles to permit either the creation of a new

file or the editing of an old file. In this case, we will

go back to modify the file just created. An existing file
may reside on a mass storage device, so the program asks

for the device specifier. No input for the device speci-

fier indicates that the file exists in HP-75 memory. The

file is found and its catalog information is displayed for

user verification. ("tt:tt dd/dd/dd" in the example rep-

resents the time and date display corresponding to the

file's creation time.)

New, old file, quit (n/0/q)? n o [RTN]
Old data file name? LINEDATA [RTN]
Device specifier? [RTN]
LINEDATA B 1021 tt:tt dd/dd/dd

The user is asked whether or not the plot titles and

scales are to be edited. We answer "yes". The existing

values are redisplayed for editing. The value for the

main title is changed by typing the new title over the

old. Existing values are retained by pressing [RTN] as
they are displayed.
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DISPLAY KEYSTROKES

Edit titles & scale (y/n/q)? n y [RTN]
Main title: Main Title Fun and Games [RTN]

Subtitle: Subtitle [RTN]

X axis title: X Axis [RTN]

Y axis title: Y Axis [RTN]

X min,max,inc.: 0,100,110 [RTN]

Y min,max,inc.: 0,100,110 [RTN]

Since we may not want to change the legends, line types

and pens, the program prompts us. In this case we do: a

value for lower legend 1 is added. The other values are

retained by pressing [RTN].

Number of lines: 2 [RTN]
Edit legends (y/n/q)? n y [RTN]
Upper legend #1: Line 1 [RTN]
Lower legend #1: (first line) [RTN]

Line type & pen #1: 2,1 [RTN]
Upper legend #2: Line 2 [RTN]
Lower legend #2: (second line) [RTN]
Line type & pen #2: 7,2 [RTN]

We opt not to change the values of the points in the lines.

Edit points (y/n/q)? n [RTN]

The program recycles and we choose to quit.

New, old file, quit (n/0/q)? n q [RTN]

Having created a data file, we choose to plot the infor-

mation. The default file name is that of our file (since

we chose the default in the edit program) and it still
exists in memory. We are given a choice of plotting speeds:

fast, medium and slow. We choose fast. The program pro-

ceeds to generate the plot.

run "lplot"

Line Plot

Data file name? LINEDATA [RTN]

Device specifier? [RTN]
LINEDATA B 1036 tt:tt dd/dd/dd
Plot speed (f/m/s) ? s f [RTN]
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  USER INSTRUCTIONS    

 

 

CREATING A NEW FILE

 

DISPLAY KEYSTROKES
 

STEP

Line

STEP

New,

STEP

(NEW) 1:
run "ledit" [RTN]

Plot File Creation

This output identifies the program and will remain in the
display for the duration of the DELAY specified by the

user. If the HP 82163 Video Interface is used, this

display will appear at the top of the CRT and will remain

there for the duration of the program.

(NEW) 2:

old file, quit (n/0/q)? n n, o or q [RTN]

This prompt requests the type of file to be manipulated by

the program. The program is capable of creating a new plot

file or of modifying an existing plot file. The prompt also

gives the option of quitting the program without manipulating

a data file. If the latter option is selected, both the

HP-75's display and the specified DISPLAY IS device are

cleared.

The prompt will accept any input string of up to U4 characters.

Only the first character is used in the evaluation of the re-

sponse. Therefore, responses such as "new", "old" and "quit"

are acceptable. The strings may be entered in either upper

or lower case. Any invalid input (string too long, commas

or semicolons, first character not n, o or q) will generate

an error and cause the prompt to be repeated. Select "n" to

create a new file ("n" is the default, so just press [RTN]).

(NEW) 3:

New data file name? LINEDATA 8 character string [RTN]

This prompt requests the name of the data file to be created.

Any string of up to 8 characters, upper or lower case, will
be accepted. Strings longer than 8 characters or containing

commas, semicolons or quotation marks will generate an error

message and cause the prompt to be repeated. An invalid file
specifier will not be detected until the program tries to ac-

cess the file. At that time an error will be generated and

the prompt will be redisplayed.
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DISPLAY KEYSTROKES

 

 

The default file name "LINEDATA" will be displayed any time

the program is RUN or the program has cycled and "LINEDATA"

was the last file name used. Otherwise, the last file name

specified (even if it caused an error) will be displayed.
The default file name may be used by pressing [RTN] with no
input. The file name may be modified or replaced by

pressing the appropriate keys (the [CLR], [SHIFT][DEL],
[DEL], [I/R] and [BACK] keys are active at this time)
before pressing [RTN] to accept the input.

If a file of the same name exists in memory, the catalog

information of existing file will be displayed and the user

will be asked if the file is to be purged.

'filename' exists in memory,

purge (y/n)? n

An affirmative response will purge the file and continue

the program at step (NEW) 4. A negative response will

cycle the program to step (NEW) 2 of the User Instructions
without affecting the existing file. ("filename" in the

above example will be replaced by the actual file name.)

STEP (NEW) 4:

Main Title: up to 50 characters [RTN]

The program is asking for the main title of the plot. This

title may be any string of text, excluding commas, semicolons

and quotation marks, of up to 50 characters. Erroneous inputs

(containing commas, semicolons or quotation marks) will

generate an error and cause the prompt to be repeated. The

title will be plotted parallel to the x-axis along the top of

the graph. Pressing [RTN] with no input is acceptabel and will

cause no title to be plotted.

STEP (NEW) 5:

Subtitle: up to 50 characters [RTN]

The program is asking for the subtitle of the plot. This

may be any string of text, excluding commas, semicolons and

quotation marks, of up to 50 characters. Erroneous inputs

(containing commas, semicolons or quotation marks) will
generate an error and cause the prompt to be repeated. The
subtitle will be plotted parallel to the x-axis immediately

below the main title (or immediately below the place the
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DISPLAY KEYSTROKES

 

 

main title would be). Pressing [RTN] with no input is
acceptable and will cause no subtitle to be plotted.

STEP (NEW) 6:

X axis title: up to 50 characters [RTN]

The program is asking for the title of the x-axis for the

plot. This may be any string of text, excluding commas,

semicolons and quotation marks, of up to 50 characters.

Erroneous inputs (containing commas, semicolons or

quotation marks) will generate an error and cause the

prompt to be repeated. It will be plotted parallel to and

immediately below the x-axis. Pressing [RTN] with no input
is acceptable and will cause no title to be plotted.

STEP (NEW) 7:

Y axis title: up to 50 characters [RTN]

The program is asking for the title of the y-axis for the

plot. This may be any string of text, excluding commas,

semicolons and quotation marks, of up to 50 characters.

Erroneous inputs (containing commas, semicolons or

quotation marks) will generate an error and cause the

prompt to be repeated. It will be plotted parallel to and

immediately to the left of the y-axis. Pressing [RTN] with
no input is acceptable and will cause no title to be

plotted.

STEP (NEW) 8:

X min,max,inc.: 0,0,0 3 numeric values [RTN]

This prompt requests the scaling of the x-axis and requires

three numeric inputs separated by commas. The first value

to be input is the leftmost x value to be plotted. It may

be negative or positive, integer or real. The second input

value is the rightmost x value to be plotted. It may be

negative or positive, integer or real. The values are most

commonly, but need not be, the smallest and largest x

values, respectively. The program will allow the leftmost

point on the x-axis (x-min) to be larger than the rightmost
point (x-max). A plot in which the x-axis ranges from 100

to -100 is therefore allowed. The only restriction on the

values of x-min and x-max is that they cannot be equal.

Invalid inputs will generate an error and cause the prompt

to be repeated.
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DISPLAY KEYSTROKES
 

The third input value is the x increment. This value

specifies the distance between subdivisions (tic marks) on

the axis. The input value is restricted by the values of

Xx-min and x-max. The magnitude of the increment must be

less than or equal to the distance between x-min and

x-max. An input of 0,100,101 is therefore not allowed.

The arithmetic sign of the increment must also agree with

direction of increment. If the value of x-max is greater

than that of x-min (an increase), the increment must be

positive. A valid example is -5,5,1. If the value of

x-min is greater than that of x-max (a decrease), the

increment must be negative. A valid example is 5,-5,-1.

The increment value cannot be zero.

All tics will be labeled with their x-coordinate. Tics

should be spaced wide enough that the labels do not

overlap.

STEP (NEW) 9:

Y min,max,inc.: 0,0,0 3 numeric values [RTN]

This prompt requests the scaling of the y-axis and requires

three numeric inputs separated by commas. The first value

to be input is the bottommost y value to be plotted. It
may be negative or positive, integer or real. The second

input value is the topmost y value to be plotted. It may

be negative or positive, integer or real. The values are

most commonly, but need not be, the smallest and largest y

values, respectively. The program will allow the

bottommost point on the y-axis (y-min) to be larger than

the topmost point (y-max). A plot in which the y-axis
ranges from 100 to -100 is therefore allowed. The only

restriction on the values of y-min and y-max is that they

cannot be equal. Invalid inputs will generate an error and

cause the prompt to be repeated.

The third input value is the y increment. This value

specifies the distance between subdivisions (tic marks) on

the axis. The input value is restricted by the values of
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y-min and y-max. The magnitude of the increment must be

less than or equal to the distance between y-min and

y-max. An input of 0,100,101 is therefore not allowed.

The arithmetic sign of the increment must also agree with

direction of increment. If the value of y-max is greater

than that of y-min (an increase), the increment must be

positive. A valid example is -5,5,1. If the value of

y-min is greater than that of y-max (a decrease), the

increment must be negative. A valid example is 5,-5,-1.

The increment value cannot be zero.

All tics will be labeled with their y-coordinate. Tics

should be spaced wide enough that the labels do not

overlap.

STEP (NEW) 10:

Number of lines: 1 an integer [RTN]

The program is asking for the number of lines to be

plotted. Valid input is a single integer between 1 and 50.

All other inputs will generate an error and cause the

prompt to be repeated. The program can store up to 50

different lines, but the physical limitations of the plot

will not support this extreme. For example, more than 10

or 12 lines will cause crowding of the legends and with 2

pens and 7 line types only 14 distinct lines can be drawn.

STEP (NEW) 11:

Upper legend #1: up to 50 characters [RTN]

The program is asking for the first half of the descriptive

label for line 1. This may be any string of text,

excluding commas, semicolons and quotation marks, of up to

50 characters. It will be plotted parallel to and

immediately below the subtitle. Erroneous inputs

(containing commas, semicolons or quotation marks) will

generate an error and cause the prompt to be repeated.

Pressing [RTN] with no input is acceptable and will cause

no upper legend to be plotted. Note that to prevent

crowding, fewer than 50 characters should be used

based on the number of legends to be plotted.
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DISPLAY KEYSTROKES

STEP (NEW) 12:

Lower legend #1: up to 50 characters [RTN]

STEP

Line

STEP

Line

The program is asking for the second half of the

descriptive label for line 1. This may be any string of

text, excluding commas, semicolons and quotation marks, of

up to 50 characters. It will be plotted parallel to and

immediately below the upper legend. Erroneous inputs

(containing commas, semicolons or quotation marks) will

generate an error and cause the prompt to be repeated.

Pressing [RTN] with no input is acceptable and will cause

no lower legend to be plotted. Note that to prevent

crowding, fewer than 50 characters should be used

based on the number of legends to be plotted.

(NEW) 13:

type & pen #1: 1,1 2 integers [RTN]

The program is asking for the line type and pen number.

Valid line type values are integers between 1 and 7 while

valid pen numbers are 1 and 2. All other inputs will

generate an error and cause the prompt to be repeated. A

list of the line types can be found on page 6. Pen #1 is

the left-hand pen on the HP T7470 plotter while pen #2 is
the right-hand pen.

Steps (NEW) 11 through 13 will be repeated for each line as

specified by step (NEW) 10.

(NEW) 14:

1, # of points? 2 integer [RTN]

The program is requesting the number of data points to be

used in plotting the line. Since a line consists of a

minimum of 2 points, this is the minimum and the default

input. The program will accept up to 50 points per line.

Any number of points, from 2 to 50 may be input. Any other

input will generate an error and the prompt will be

repeated. Once specified, the user must enter a value for

each point. Mismatching the number specified here and the

number of points actually entered will cause a variety of
undesirable results.
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STEP (NEW) 15:

Line 1, point 1: 0,0 2 real numbers [RTN]

The program is asking for the x- and y-coordinates of the

first point to be plotted. Two real valued numbers must be

specified that are within the scales specified in User

Instruction steps (NEW) 8 and 9. Values outside these
ranges will generate an error and cause the prompt to be

repeated, as will non-numeric values and too few or too

many inputs.

This step will be repeated for each data point in the line

as specified in step (NEW) 14. Steps (NEW) 14 and 15 will
be repeated for each line as specified in step (NEW) 10.

When all of the points in all of the lines have been

specified, the program will cycle back to step (NEW) 2.
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EDITING AN EXISTING FILE

 

 

DISPLAY KEYSTROKES

STEP (OLD) 1:

run "ledit"™ [RTN]

Line Plot File Creation

This output identifies the program and will remain in the

display for the duration of the DELAY specified by the user.

If the HP 82163 Video Interface is used, this display will

appear at the top of the CRT and will remain there for the

duration of the program.

STEP (OLD) 2:

New, old file, quit (n/0/q)? n n, o or q [RTN]

This prompt requests the type of file to be manipulated by

the program. The program is capable of creating a new plot

file or of modifying an existing plot file. The prompt

also gives the option of quitting the program without

manipulating a data file. If the latter option is

selected, both the HP-75's display and the specified

DISPLAY IS device are cleared.

The prompt will accept any input string of up to 4

characters. Only the first character is used in the

evaluation of the response. Therefore, responses such as
"new", "old" and "quit" are acceptable. The strings may be

entered in either upper or lower case. Any invalid input

(string too long, commas or semicolons, first character not

n, o or q) Will generate an error and cause the prompt to

be repeated. Select "o" to edit an existing file.

STEP (OLD) 3:

01d data file name? LINEDATA 8 character string [RTN]

This prompt requests the name of the data file to be

manipulated. Any string of up to 8 characters, upper or
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lower case, Will be accepted. Strings longer than 8

characters or containing commas, semicolons or quotation

marks will generate an error message and cause the prompt

to be repeated. A string that represents an invalid file

specifier will not be detected until the program tries to

access the file. At that time an error will be generated

and the prompt will be redisplayed.

The default file name "LINEDATA" will be displayed any time

the program is RUN or if the program has cycled and

"LINEDATA" was the last file name used. Otherwise, the

last file name specified (even if it caused an error) will

be displayed. The default file name may be used by

pressing [RTN] with no input. The file name may be
modified or replaced by pressing the appropriate keys (the

[CLR], [SHIFT][DEL], [DEL], [I/R] and [BACK] keys are

active at this time) before pressing [RTN] to accept the
input.

STEP (OLD) 4:

Device specifier? "en & 2 characters [RTN]

Since the old file may exist on some external mass storage

device and not in memory, the program asks for the device

specifier of the mass storage device. If no device

specifier is input, the file is assumed to exist in

memory. Device specifiers are of the form ":ab" where "a"

is any alphabetical character and "b" is any alphanumeric

character. The prompt will accept any input of up to 3

characters.

Any invalid input (string too long, commas, semicolons or

quotation marks, first character not ":") will generate an
error and cause the prompt to be repeated. An invalid

device specifier will not be detected until the program

tries to access the device. At such a time, an error will

be generated and control will be passed to step (OLD) 2.

There is an unavoidable hazard that exists if an invalid

device specifier is input or the file does not exist on the

specified device and does exist in memory. The program

Will not detect the invalid device specifier or the

nonexistent external file until it has detected the

duplicate file name in memory. The catalog information of

the existing file will be displayed and the user will be

asked if the file is to be purged.
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DISPLAY KEYSTROKES
 

'filename' exists in memory,

purge (y/n)? n

STEP

Edit

STEP

Main

An affirmative response will purge the memory file before

the program has verified the existence or nonexistence of

the external file. The user should therefore be relatively

certain that the file specifier inputs are accurate.

("filename" in the above example will be replaced by the
actual file name.) A response of "n" will cycle the program

to step (OLD) 2.

If the program has cycled and a device specifier has

previously been input, the last used device specifier will

be put into the display - even if it has caused an error.

This default may be modified or removed before pressing

[RTN] to accept the input.

(OLD) 5:

titles & scale (y/n/q)? n y, n or q [RTN]

Since the user may not desire to alter the values of the

titles or scales, the program gives you the choice of

skipping them or of quitting all together. If the latter

option is selected, both the HP-75's display and the

specified DISPLAY IS device are cleared. The prompt will

accept any input string of up to 4 characters. Only the

first character is used in the evaluation of the response.

Therefore, responses such as "yes", "no" and "quit" are

acceptable. The strings may be entered in either upper or

lower case. Any invalid input (string too long, commas or

semicolons, first character not y, n, or q) will generate an

error and cause the prompt to be repeated.

A response of "y" will cause the program to continue at

step (OLD) 6 while that of "n" will continue at step (OLD)
12.

(OLD) 6:

Title: old title up to 50 characters [RTN]

The program is asking for the main title of the plot. This

title may be any string of text, excluding commas,

semicolons and quotation marks, of up to 50 characters.
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Erroneous inputs (containing commas, semicolons or

quotation marks) will generate an error and cause the

prompt to be repeated. The title will be plotted parallel

to the x-axis along the top of the graph. Pressing [RTN]
with no input will accept the old title (represented by

"old subtitle" in the example above). The main title may

be omitted by clearing the input display.

STEP (OLD) 7:

Subtitle: old subtitle up to 50 characters [RTN]

The program is asking for the subtitle of the plot. This

may be any string of text, excluding commas, semicolons and

quotation marks, of up to 50 characters. Erroneous inputs

(containing commas, semicolons or quotation marks) will
generate an error and cause the prompt to be repeated. The

subtitle will be plotted parallel to the x-axis immediately

below the main title (or immediately below the place the

main title would be). Pressing [RTN] with no input will
accept the old subtitle (represented by "old subtitle" in

the example above). The subtitle may be omitted by

clearing the input display.

STEP (OLD) 8:

X axis title: old x-axis title up to 50 characters [RTN]

The program is asking for the title of the x-axis for the

plot. This may be any string of text, excluding commas,

semicolons and quotation marks, of up to 50 characters.

Erroneous inputs (containing commas, semicolons or

quotation marks) will generate an error and cause the

prompt to be repeated. It will be plotted parallel to and

immediately below the x-axis. Pressing [RTN] with no input
will accept the old title (represented by "old x-axis

title" in the example above). The title may be omitted by

clearing the input display.

STEP (OLD) 9:

Y axis title: old y-axis title up to 50 characters [RTN]

The program is asking for the title of the y-axis for the
plot. This may be any string of text, excluding commas,

semicolons and quotation marks, of up to 50 characters.



 

 
 

USER INSTRUCTIONS   
   

DISPLAY KEYSTROKES

 

 

Erroneous inputs (containing commas, semicolons or

quotation marks) will generate an error and cause the

prompt to be repeated. It will be plotted parallel to and

immediately to the left of the y-axis. Pressing [RTN] with
no input will accept the old title (represented by "old

y-axis title" in the example above). The title may be

omitted by clearing the input display.

STEP (OLD) 10:

X min,max,inc.: min,max,inc. 3 numeric values [RTN]

This prompt requests the scaling of the x-axis and requires

three numeric inputs separated by commas. The first value

to be input is the leftmost x value to be plotted. It may

be negative or positive, integer or real. The second input

value is the rightmost x value to be plotted. It may be

negative or positive, integer or real. The values are most

commonly, but need not be, the smallest and largest x

values, respectively. The program will allow the leftmost

point on the x-axis (x-min) to be larger than the rightmost
point (x-max). A plot in which the x-axis ranges from 100

to -100 is therefore allowed. The only restriction on the

values of x-min and x-max is that they cannot be equal.

Invalid inputs will generate an error and cause the prompt

to be repeated.

The third input value is the x increment. This value

specifies the distance between subdivisions (tic marks) on
the axis. The input value is restricted by the values of

x-min and x-max. The magnitude of the increment must be

less than or equal to the distance between x-min and

x-max. An input of 0,100,101 is therefore not allowed. The

arithmetic sign of the increment must also agree with

direction of increment. If the value of x-max is greater

than that of x-min (an increase), the increment must be

positive. A valid example is -5,5,1. If the value of

x-min is greater than that of x-max (a decrease), the
increment must be negative. A valid example is 5,-5,-1.

The increment cannot be zero.

All tics will be labeled with their x-coordinate. Ties

should be spaced wide enough that the labels do not

overlap.

Pressing [RTN] with no input will accept the existing

values (represented by "min,max,inc." in the example

above).
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STEP (OLD) 11:

Y min,max,inc.: min,max, inc. 3 numeric values [RTN]

This prompt requests the scaling of the y-axis and requires

three numeric inputs separated by commas. The first value

to be input is the bottommost y value to be plotted. It

may be negative or positive, integer or real. The second

input value is the topmost y value to be plotted. It may

be negative or positive, integer or real. The values are

most commonly, but need not be, the smallest and largest y

values, respectively. The program will allow the

bottommost point on the y-axis (y-min) to be larger than
the topmost point (y-max). A plot in which the y-axis
ranges from 100 to -100 is therefore allowed. The only

restriction on the values of y-min and y-max is that they

cannot be equal. Invalid inputs will generate an error and

cause the prompt to be repeated.

The third input value is the y increment. This value

specifies the distance between subdivisions (tic marks) on
the axis. The input value is restricted by the values of

y-min and y-max. The magnitude of the increment must be

less than or equal to the distance between y-min and

y-max. An input of 0,100,101 is therefore not allowed. The

arithmetic sign of the increment must also agree with

direction of increment. If the value of y-max is greater

than that of y-min (an increase), the increment must be
positive. A valid example is -5,5,1. If the value of
y-min is greater than that of y-max (a decrease), the
increment must be negative. A valid example is 5,-5,-1.

The increment cannot be zero.

All tics will be labeled with their y-coordinate. Tics

should be spaced wide enough that the labels do not

overlap.

Pressing [RTN] with no input will accept the existing

values (represented by "min,max,inc.™ in the example

above).

STEP (OLD) 12:

Number of lines: old # of lines an integer [RTN]

The program is asking for the number of lines to be

plotted. Valid input is a single integer between 1 and 50.

All other inputs will generate an error and cause the
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DISPLAY KEYSTROKES
 

STEP

Edit

STEP

prompt to be repeated. The program can store up to 50

different lines, but the physical limitations of the plot

Will not support this extreme. For example, more than 10

or 12 lines will cause crowding of the legends and with 2

pens and 7 line types only 14 distinct lines can be drawn.

Pressing [RTN] with no input will accept the existing

values (represented by "old # of lines" in the example

above).

(OLD) 13:

legends (y/n/q)? n y, n, or q [RTN]

Since the user may not desire to alter the values of the

legends, line types or pen, the program gives you the

choice of skipping them or of quitting all together. If

the latter option is selected, both the HP-75's display and

the specified DISPLAY IS device are cleared. The prompt

will accept any input string of up to 4 characters. Only

the first character is used in the evaluation of the

response. Therefore, responses such as "yes", "no" and

"quit" are acceptable. The strings may be entered in

either upper or lower case. Any invalid input (string too

long, commas or semicolons, first character not y, n, or q)

will generate an error and cause the prompt to be repeated.

Note that an increase in the number of lines in step (OLD) 12
will disallow this option and execution will continue with

step (OLD) 14.

A response of "y" will cause the program to continue at

step (OLD) 14 while that of "n" will continue at step (OLD) 17.

(OLD) 14:

Upper legend #1: old legend up to 50 characters [RTN]

The program is asking for the first half of the descriptive

label for line 1. This may be any string of text, excluding

commas, semicolons and quotation marks, of up to 50 characters.

It will be plotted parallel to and immediately below the sub-

title. Erroneous inputs (containing commas, semicolons or

quotation marks) will generate an error and cause the prompt

to be repeated. Pressing [RTN] with no input will accept the
current value (represented by "old legend" in the example above).

The legend may be omitted by clearing the input display. Note

that to prevent crowding, many fewer than 50 characters should

be used based on the number of legends to be plotted.
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DISPLAY KEYSTROKES

STEP (OLD) 15:

Lower legend #1: old legend up to 50 characters [RTN]

STEP

Line

STEP

Edit

The program is asking for the second half of the descriptive

label for line 1. This may be any string of text, excluding

commas, semicolons and quotation marks, of up to 50 characters.

It will be plotted parallel to and immediately below the upper

legend. Erroneous inputs (containing commas, semicolons or

quotation marks) will generate an error and cause the prompt

to be repeated. Pressing [RTN] with no input will accept the

current value (represented by "old legend" in the example above).
The legend may be omitted by clearing the input display. Note

that to prevent crowding, many fewer than 50 characters should

be used based on the number of legends to be plotted.

(OLD) 16:

type & pen #1: line, pen 2 integers [RTN]

The program is asking for the line type and pen number. Valid

line type values are integers between 1 and 7 while valid pen

numbers are 1 and 2. All other inputs will generate an error

and cause the prompt to be repeated. A list of the line types

can be found on page 6. Pen #1 is the left-hand pen on the
HP T7470 plotter while pen #2 is the right-hand pen. Pressing

[RTN] with no input will accept the current value (represented

by "line, pen" in the example above).

Steps (OLD) 14 through 16 will be repeated for each line as

specified by step (OLd) 12.

(OLD) 17:

points (y/n/q)? n y, n, or q [RTN]

Since the user may not desire to alter the values of the

points, the program gives you the choice of skipping them

or of quitting all together. If the latter option is

selected, both the HP-75's display and the specified

DISPLAY IS device are cleared. The prompt will accept any

input string of up to 4 characters. Only the first

character is used in the evaluation of the response.

Therefore, responses such as "yes", "no" and "quit" are

acceptable. The strings may be entered in either upper or
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DISPLAY KEYSTROKES
 

STEP

Edit

STEP

Line

lower case. Any invalid input (string too long, commas or

semicolons, first character not y, n, or q) will generate an

error and cause the prompt to be repeated.

Note that an increase in the number of lines in step (OLD)

12 will disallow this option and execution will continue

with step (OLD) 19.

A response of "y" will cause the program to continue at

step (OLD) 18 while that of "n" will continue at step (OLD)

2.

(OLD) 18:

line 1 (y/n/q)? n y, n, or q [RTN]

Since the user may not desire to alter the values of the

points in line 1, the program gives you the choice of

skipping them or of quitting all together. If the latter

option is selected, both the HP-75's display and the

specified DISPLAY IS device are cleared. The prompt will

accept any input string of up to 4 characters. Only the

first character is used in the evaluation of the response.

Therefore, responses such as "yes", "no" and "quit" are

acceptable. The strings may be entered in either upper or

lower case. Any invalid input (string too long, commas or

semicolons, first character not y, n, or q) will generate an

error and cause the prompt to be repeated.

Note that an increase in the number of lines in step (OLD)

12 will disallow this option and execution will continue

with step (OLD) 19.

A response of "y" will cause the program to continue at

step (OLD) 19 while that of "n" will continue at step (OLD)
2.

(OLD) 19:

1, # of points? old number integer [RTN]

The program is requesting the number of data points to be
used in plotting the line. Since a line consists of a
minimum of 2 points, this is the minimum and the default
input. The program will accept up to 50 points per line.

Any number of points, from 2 to 50 may be input. Any other

input will generate an error and the prompt will be
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DISPLAY KEYSTROKES

 

STEP

Line

repeated. Once specified, the user must enter a value for

each point. Mismatching the number specified here and the

number of points actually entered will cause a variety of

undesirable results. Pressing [RTN] with no input will

accept the current value.

(OLD) 20:

1, point 1: x, y 2 real numbers [RTN]

The program is asking for the x- and y-coordinates of the

first point to be plotted. Two real valued numbers must be

specified that are within the scales specified in User

Instruction steps (OLD) 10 and 11. Values outside these

ranges Will generate an error and cause the prompt to be

repeated, as will non-numeric values and too few or too

many inputs. Pressing [RTN] with no input will accept the

current values (represented by "x, y" in the example

above).

This step will be repeated for each data point in the line

as specified in step (OLD) 19. Steps (OLD) 19 and 20 will
be repeated for each line as specified in step (OLD) 12.

When all of the points in all of the lines have been

specified, the program will cycle back to step (OLD) 2.
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PLOTTING

DISPLAY KEYSTROKES

STEP (PLOT) 1:

run "lplot" [RTN]
Line Plot

STEP

Data

This output identifies the program and will remain in the

display for the duration of the DELAY specified by the

user. If the HP 82163 Video Interface is used, this

display will appear at the top of the CRT and will remain

there for the duration of the program.

(PLOT) 2:

file name? LINEDATA 8 character string [RTN]

This prompt requests the name of the data file to be

manipulated. Any string of up to 8 characters, upper or

lower case, will be accepted. Strings longer than 8

characters or containing commas, semicolons or quotation

marks will generate an error message and cause the prompt

to be repeated. A string that represents an invalid file

specifier will not be detected until the program tries to

access the file. At that time an error will be generated

and the prompt will be redisplayed.

The default file name "LINEDATA"™ will be displayed any time

the program is RUN or if the program has cycled and

"LINEDATA" was the last file name used. Otherwise, the

last file name specified (even if it caused an error) will

be displayed. The default file name may be used by

pressing [RTN] with no input. The file name may be
modified or replaced by pressing the appropriate keys (the

[CLR], (SHIFT][DEL], [DEL], [I/R] and [BACK] keys are
active at this time) before pressing [RTN] to accept the
input. No input indicates that you want to quit the

program. If the input display is empty when you press

[RTN], the display(s) are cleared and the program ends.
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DISPLAY KEYSTROKES
 

STEP (PLOT) 3:

Device specifier? "en & 2 characters [RTN]

Since the file may exist on some external mass storage

device and not in memory, the program asks for the device

specifier of the mass storage device. If no device

specifier is input, the file is assumed to exist in

memory. Device specifiers are of the form ":ab" where "a"

is any alphabetical character and "b"™ is any alphanumeric

character. The prompt will accept any input of up to 3

characters.

Any invalid input (string too long, commas, semicolons or

quotation marks, first character not ":") will generate an

error and cause the prompt to be repeated. An invalid

device specifier will not be detected until the program

tries to access the device. At such a time, an error will

be generated and control will be passed to step (PLOT) 2.

There is an unavoidable hazard that exists if an invalid

device specifier is input or the file does not exist on the

specified device and does exist in memory. The program

will not detect the invalid device specifier or the

nonexistent external file until it has detected the

duplicate file name in memory. The catalog information of

the existing file will be displayed and the user will be

asked if the file is to be purged.

'filename' exists in memory,

purge (y/n)? n

An affirmative response will purge the memory file before

the program has verified the existence or nonexistence of

the external file. The user should therefore be relatively

certain that the file specifier inputs are accurate.

("filename" in the above example will be replaced by the
actual file name.) A response of "n" will cycle the program

to step (OLD) 2.

If the program has cycled and a device specifier has

previously been input, the last used device specifier will

be put into the display - even if it has caused an error.

This default may be modified or removed before pressing

[RTN] to accept the input.
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DISPLAY KEYSTROKES

 

STEP (PLOT) 4:

Plot Speed (f/m/s)? s f, m or s [RTN]

The program is asking whether it should plot fast, medium or

slow. The selection is mostly user preference, but a slow

speed may be required to prevent pen skipping on such things

as slides for overhead projectors. Only "f", "m" and "s" are

allowed inputs. All other inputs will generate an error and

cause the prompt to be repeated.

The program continues from here to generate the plot. When

finished, execution will continue at step (PLOT) 2.
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ERROR MESSAGES

Number Message Description
 

16

33

34

42

43

uy

51

57

62

63

& 58

Not enough memory.

Data type.

No data.

String too long.

Numeric input.

Too many inputs.

PRINT # to runfile.

I/0 error.

File not found.

Invalid filespec.

Not enough memory exists

in order to create or

expand the data file.

The information read from

the data file is not of

the correct type.

The program tried to read

from the data file at a

location in which no data

is stored.

The text the user has

input is longer than that

allowed by the prompt.

The user entered text in

response to a numeric

prompt.

Either too many numeric

inputs were specified or

commas or semicolons were

entered in a text string.

The plot file specified is

actually the current

program file.

An error occurred when

trying to access the HP-IL

interface.

The specified data file
was not found either in

memory or on the specified
mass storage device.

Reported only by the plot

program: the file name or
device specifier is not

legal.
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Message Description

 

Number

63 - 68

92 - 97

98

99

nn

File error.

Mass storage error.

Not a plot file.

Invalid parameter.

Unable to run.

An error occurred when

trying to access the data

file.

The mass storage device

has malfunctioned.

The data file specified is

not recognized as being a

plot file.

The value input is not in

the range required by the

prompt.

This is the default

message when an error

occurs that is not one of

those listed above. The

error number is reported

so that the associated

HP-T75 error message can be

determined.
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Length in bytes:

 

 

LEDIT = 5183

LPLOT = 4440

Variables:

the edit program

A$ 4] the user's response to yes/no/quit and

new/old/quit questions.

B$[501] contains the currently accessed title

information.

C$[50] contains the lower legend text.

D$[3] the device specifier.

E$[20] the error message.

F$[8] the file name.

E an integer variable containing the current

error number.

I an integer variable used as an index in

several instances.

L an integer variable containing the number of

lines to be plotted.

LO an integer variable containing the line type.

N an integer variable used as a flag to

indicate whether or not the file is new.

1 = new, 0 = old.

0 an integer variable that contains the

previous number of lines.

P an integer variable containing the pen

number.

S an integer variable containing the number of

points to be plotted.
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SO an integer variable containing the old number of

points to be plotted.

X(50,2) a real array containing the data points for the

line.

X0 a real variable containing either the value of

X-min or y-min.

X1 a real variable containing either the value of

X-max or y-max.

X2 a real variable containing the value of either

the x- or y-increment.

the plot program

A$ U4] the user's response to yes/no/quit and

new/old/quit questions.

B$[50] contains the currently accessed title
information.

D$[3] the device specifier.

E$[20] the error message.

F$[(8] the file name.

E an integer variable containing the current

error number.

F a real variable that contains the multiplication

factor used to convert the x-axis scale to

absolute plotter units.

F1 a real variable that contains the multiplication

factor used to convert the y-axis scale to

absolute plotter units.

I an integer variable used as an index in several

instances.
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J an integer variable used as an index in several

instances.

K an integer variable containing the number of

points to be plotted.

L an integer variable containing the number of lines

to be plotted.

LO an integer variable containing the line type.

P an integer variable containing the pen number.

P1 an integer variable containing the containing the

plotting offset in characters.

S an integer variable containing the plot speed.

X a real variable containing the x-coordinate

of the current point.

X0 a real variable containing the value of x-min.

X1 a real variable containing the value of x-max.

X2 a real variable containing the value of the

X-increment.

Y a real variable containing the y-coordinate

of the current point.

YO a real variable containing either the value of

y-min.

Y1 a real variable containing the value of y-max.

Y2 a real variable containing the value of the

y-increment.

Functions: (only the plot program contains user defined functions)

FNL (H,X,Y,P$,P,S$[50],R1,R2)

This function generates all of the labels used in the plot. The
parameter H specifies the relative size of the characters. X and Y

are the coordinates of the label in absolute plotter units. P$ is

either "C", "L", or "R" indicating whether the label is to be

centered, left justified or right justified with respect to the
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coordinates. P is the offset in character heights of the label from

the coordinates. S$ is the text to be plotted. R1 and R2 are the

rise and run of the label (i.e., the angle between R1 and R2 is the

slope on which the label is plotted).

FNM (X,Y)

This function moves the pen (in the up position) to the absolute
plotter coordinates specified by X and Y.

FND (X,Y)

This function puts the pen down and draws a line to the absolute

plotter coordinates specified by X and Y.

All of the above function return 1 if an error was generated and 0

if they terminate normally.

 

Data files:

A plot data file is organized as follows:

Line 1 = contains the character "1" used to identify the file as a

line plot file.

Line 2 = contains the main title text.

Line 3 = contains the subtitle text.

Line 4 = contains the x-axis title text.

Line 5 = contains the y-axis title text.

Line 6 = contains the x-axis scale values.

Line 7 = contains the y-axis scale values.

Lines 9 through 8 + the number of lines - each line contains the

legend text, line type and pen number for the corresponding plot

line.

Lines 51 through 50 + the number of lines - each line contains the
number of points to be plotted in the corresponding line.

Lines 100 through 100 * the number of lines - the 100 element

array representing the xy pairs for each line is stored beginning on

each of these lines. The arrays will always take up more than one

line, so several lines immediately following each of these lines

(line numbers incremented by 1) may contain portions of the array.
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i

Pliine plot file creation program

FO HP-TED Graphics Solutions Book

40 Y February 19872

SO

HO DATA "Main title", "Subtitle", "X ani

5 title ,"Y ais title

JO DIGE CHR$27)L"ElL ine Flot File Crea

tion

HO OFTION BASE J

0 DIM A%C41,BHLES01, C0501, DS0ET,E$020

J. F&L8]

100 INTEGER E.I,L LON, oh:sFa 84 BO

110 REAL X(S0, 7), XO, ¥ Low

120 F$="LINEDATA" ® DH=""

1350

140 V File query routine

LEG!

160 GOSUR 1920 8 GOSUR 1470! Clear di

splay, set error trap.

170 INPUT "New, old file, quit (n/o/q)

Prana Ag

180 ON POS IUNORY ,UPRCS ASD, 11) +1 GOT

0 150,190,190, 19460

190 1!

200 IF UFPRCHASCL1, 11="N" THEN RN=1 FL8

EB MN==O

210 ON ERROR GOSUR 1720 @ GOTO 220

220 IF N THEN DISF "New":;ELSE DISF "01
d "a

230 INFUT " data file name? ",F&;F#%

240 ON ERROR GOSUR 1720 @ GOTO 250

230 IF NOT N THEW INFUT "Device specif

ier? ",.D$;D$ ELSE 280

260 TF De="" THEN Z&5H0

270 IF FOS(D$, ": "#1 THEN E=67 & GOSUR

1750 ® GOTO 250

280 E=0 @ ON ERROR E=ERRN

290 IF N THEN CAT F$ ELSE COFY D$ TO F
$

S00 OFF ERROR

210 IF N AND NOT E THEN GOSUR 1590 !' D

uplicate file

S80 IF MN THEN 270

A230 IF E#64 AND E THEN GOSUR 1750 © GO

TO 130 ' If not duplicate file error.

240 IF E THEN GOSUR 1590 © GOTO 280

200 BOSUR 1670 !' Set error trap.

S260 CAT Fé

270 GOSUR 1670 !' Set error trap.

ABO ALBGSIGN # 1 TO F%,BASIC

2920 IF N THEN PRINT # 1 3 "1° & GOTO 4

40  

Data for title loop

Identify program, clear DISPLAY

IS device

Option base used by X(50,2)
String variables

Integer variables

Real variables

Initialize file name, device spec

Determine selected routine

based on input from line 170

Set new file flag

Set error trap for file name input

Set. error trap for device spec input

If memory resident file, skip tests

Test for a bad device specifier

If new file, skip nonexistent error

If not duplicate file, report error

If duplicate file, prompt to purge

Display copied file information

Create and/or address data file
If new file, store line plot
ident, skip ident segment



 
  

    PROGRAM LISTING
 

 

400 READ #1 3 &%

410 IF ASH" 1Y THEN E=98 @ GOSUR 1750 @ Verify that file is plot file
GOTO 150

420

450 VY Prompt for titles

440

A450 TF MN THER 500 If new file, skip edit option

4&0 ON ERROR GOSLR 173230 & GOTO 470 Set error trap for error query

470 GORE 1920 FV Clear display

40 ITNFUT "Edit titles % scale {(v/n/ od

orem yas

450 ON FOS CYR" , UPRCS (A%01, 1120 +1 HOT Determine routine to branch to

0 470, 500, 750, 1940 based on input from step 4808
SOO GOBER 1250 B® RESTORE &0 VV Clear di

aplav, restore prompt data.

SAD FOR IT=32 TO 5 Loop to read titles

SAO HOSUR 1470 VY Set error trap

EEO TF NOT NN OTHFN READ # 1,1 5 B$ FLSE If not new file, read old values
Epa tt

B40 READ OE Read prompt string

5500 0N ERROR GOSUER 1720 & GOTO S40 Set error trap for title input
SaH0 DISH Cy ® INPUT “r ", Be; Re
S70 GOBER 1470 1 Set error trap. Set fatal error trap
S80 PRINT # 1,1 5 R$ Store title
EO NEXT OX

EOC!

HID UD Frompt for scaling

LR
HED FOR I=4&4 TO 7 Loop to read scales

A400 TF NOT NO THEN READ # 1,7 3 x0O,Xi.,%X If not new file, read/initialize
woELSBE XO, X11, X2=0

AO ON ERROR GOSLIER 1720 © GOTO S60 Set error trap for scale input

H6E0 TF I=46 THEM DIGF "X'3ELSE DISF "Y" First pass is x scale, second is y

H70 THEFT " min,mas,inc.s ",5TR$ (XO)

W PERETRS CXL) RY, "RSTRS (X22) 3 XO, X11, 1X2

HAO TF SEN) HEN (X11 -X0) THEN E=9% W If increment not right direction,

GOSUE 1750 & GOTO &&6D report error

AP0 TF ARS (XD) ARE IX -X0) DOR XO=X1 0OR If increment larger than scale or

NOT X32 THER E=9%% & GOSUER 1750 @ GOTO &] =0 of min = max then report error
£0)

JOO BOSE 1470 YD Set error trap. Set fatal error trap
Z10 FRIMT # 1,1 53 XO, %X1,12 Store the scales values

FEO NEXT I

TAO!

40 Frompt for # oof lines

TEGO!

JAHO EOLHLIR 19220 V Clear displav.

70 OIF MOT N THEN READ # 1,8 3 LL ELSE If not new file, read number of

L.=1 lines, else number of lines = 1

780 De), Store old number of lines
FEO ON ERROR GOSLIER 1730 8 GOTO 760 Set error trap 
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   PROGRAM LISTING
 

   
 

8200

I.

210 IF L101 OR

ToE0ow GOTO 760

B20 GDGUR 1470

B30 PRINT #

Hao

B50 VY Clear old data.

B60 FOR I=L+1 TO 0

B70 GOSUR 1670 !' Set error trap.

BEO FRINT # 1,I+8 © PRINT # 1, I1+50

B20 J=0 ® ON ERROR GOTO 920

P00 RESTORE # 1,I1¥100+J © PRINT #

100+]

10 J=J+1

20 GOTO 00

PAO NEXT I

IMFLIT "Mumber of lines: ",S8TR$O.)

L300 THEN E=9% & GOSUER 1

Set

1.8 3 L

error traI

1, 1%

P40

250 V Frompt for legends, line tvpe, p

ern

PHO

70 IF LX OR N THEN 1020

280 ON ERROR GOSUR 1730 @ GOTO 990

P90 GOSUR 1220 !' Clear display.

1000 INFUT "Edit legends (y/n/q)? “,"n

"AE
1010 ON FOS("YNQ",UFRC®{(A%L1,11))+1 GOD

TO 990,1020, 1150, 1960

1020 FOR I=1 TO L

100 6GOSUR 1220 © GOSUR 1670 V Clear d

isplay, set error trap.

1040 IF NOT N AND I<=0 THEN READ # 1,1

+8 3 B$,C%,L0,F ELSE B$,CH="" & |.O,F=|

1050 ON ERROR GOSUER 17320 @ GOTO 1060

1060 DISF "Upper legend #"48TR$(I1); ©

INFUT "2 ",B%:B%

1070 ON ERROR GOSUER 1730 @ GOTO 1080

1080 DISF "Lower legend #"%STR$(I); ®

INFUT "a: ",Ce:0C%®

1090 DISF "Line type &% pen #"4STR$ (I);

® INPUT ": ",8TR$ LO)", "LSTRS (F) 1.0,
F

1100 IF LLO<1 OR LO>7 OR P<1 OR F>2 THE

N E=99 @ GOSUR 1750 @ GOTO 1090

1110 PRINT # 1,I+8 ; B$,C%,L0,F

1120 NEXT I

1130!

1140 !

1150 1!

1160 IF 1.30 OR N THEN 1210

1170 ON ERROR GOSUR 1730 @ GOTO

Frompt for data points

1180  

If number of lines is out of range,

report error

Set fatal error trap

Loop to clear unnecessary line data

Set fatal error trap

Clear legends/data points for
unused lines

Clear unused data points

If new file/lines skip cond edit
Set error trap for edit prompt

Determine routine to branch to

based on input from line 1000

Loop for line legend input

If old data, read it, else

initialize values

Set error trap for upper legend

Set error trap for lower legend

If line type or pen out of range,

report error

Store values

If new lines, skip conditional edit

Set error trap for edit prompt
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   PROGRAM LISTING
 

118

11%

niE

PA00 ON FOS YHOO UPRCS (G81, 1300 +1 GO Determine routine to branch to

based on input from line 1100To

1.1

© Gini

0 INFLIT

1180, 1210, 1560, 1960

0 READ

EEOOTF

“AED CIR

il
RIV

1S

1353
+55
qr ey

bo

1A

tat

154

17%

155

156

THE

1E7

178
ME

1739
140
141
TH®

14-4
99
145
9

147

Po

148

S99

149

150

151
iw

 

1270

1 aw,

0 TF
» 3
n .

0 BO=H
0
OD DISE "Line "LETR$SDHE"., # of pon

TRFLET
Cnet

no

WI

iw

i TF

A400 FOR I=1 TO L

i. =

EeRE

SO BOLLE

EEO DILE

(wvinm/oi’

wn 10

0 ESLER

set

ROT

GOTO

E00 BOSE

CO FRINT

MOFRINT

PCT

1. TX100 » READ #

0 FOR

LT Jd

oo FOR

0 TR

dn

LE
OIF
0 IF

Oo IF

® GOSLIR

YOY0 IF

0 IF

OIF

mo GOSLIER

OTF NOT MOD GT, 10) THEN GOSUR 19200 If display is nearly full, clear it

0 MNEXT

FRROE

0 DISH

20 TNFLIT

3

PANIED |

0 FOR

NEXT J

" i ry tH : AE

SO DR POS CUYRIGY  UPRCE Cas0 1, LI el il Determine routine to branch to

0, LEG, 1960 based on input from line 1280

error trap.

PD T= THEN READ # 1.1 If exists, read old number of points

Le THIO0 1 8

COTRBOLCT, Ly 2&8, "RETHE

pK Cd, 1), X OT,

THEN 1450 1430-1480: test to see if data point
£ (J, 10<X0 DFR X(J,1) 3X1 THEN E= falls between scale minimum and

wo GOSUIER

X(T, 10X00 OR X0J, 10X11 THEN E=

THEN 1480
XT,av0 DRX GT, 2) 5¥1 THEN Es

BF OGOSUE 1750 @ GOTO 1410 ELSE 1490
KOT, 2) 5Y0 OR X(T, 2) oY] THEN E=

Clear display.

points (v/s)? UY, 'nt

Ki, £1, X33 Read x-axis scale

Read y-axis scale

GOBER L730 aw GRO E70 Set error trap for edit prompt

PoClear displav.

Lime "LOTREOIY: ww TFL

@ GOSUE 1470 0 Tleasr d

Freror GOSLe 17350 @ GOTO Store old number of points, set

error trap for points input

fLETRS (5) sl

SEO THER E=9% @ GHOLLIR If number of points is out of range,
report error

PoSet error Trap.

& Loop for data point input

HOSUR 1720 © GOTO 1410

"ESTR& (DH EY, point YEE

GOTO 1410 ELSE 1460 maximum

i EOTD 1410

E070 1410

GC i ( (J, 2) =0 Clear unused points 

 

   

Loop for line data input

THERM 1300 If new lines, skip conditional edit

Set fatal error trap

1, 1450 » 5 ® IF HM Or T:0 Store number of points, or

initialize file for their storage

AMD To=0 THEN RESTORE # If points exist, read and skip array

13 Xi, ow GOTH PE90 initialization routine
TO 50 ® Xo, 1, £07, 2=0 © Clear array
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   PROGRAM LISTING
 

   
 

1520

1 EEO

{y 0

15440

1550

1 EEO

1570

1580

1 ESO

Téa

1&10

1&E0

wo DI

0 1&2

1640

1&0

1 ead

utine

14570

1480

1490

1700

1710

1720

17730

1740

1750

17H0

1770
vo,

1780

1790

1800
1"

18310

1820
11

18350

lea,

1840

row

1850

1860

FOr.

1870

Or Age

18380
i

1890
1i~~

! "

Gadd

RESTORE #

Pando Vo met ervor trap.

1, TR1O0 & PRINT # 1 5 X

NEXT 1

AGETEN # 1

COTO 1500!
{

TV *

Back to the beginning.

PoFrompt to purge duplicate file
i

TF NOT MOTHEN OAT FH
OM ERROR GOSUR 1720 ®
DIGFE "7 EFS exists

HF" purge

GOTO 1&20

Lr MEMO y ,

TFT nono
4(vw nayty

GOT
0, 16&D, 1640

PURGE F$
FETLR
FOF GOTO 120 Eecape the subro

i

Pohet error trap.

ON ERROR GOSUIE 17350

FRE TLIRRN

GOTO 150

Voerror detection
{

FreeFRR
{

Edg="llnahle to run”

IF E=1&6 THEN E$="Not encouah memor

THERN E$="Data "

THER E$="No data.

THEN E$="Strinq

TF E=30

TF E=34

IF E=42

tvpe,
tt

tao long.

THEN

THEN

1mpat,

inputs.

Fob" Numeri ©

E€="Too many

TF

IF

for wm 4} 75

E=44

IF E=%51 THEN E$="FRINT # to runti

TF E=57 arr

THEN E$="File not found."

AND E<&69 THEN E$="File er

IF

TF

E=62

E63

AND E98IF E>91 THEN E$="Mass st

error.

TF E=98 THEN E$="Not a plot tile.

IF E=99 THEN E$="Invalid paramete  

Set fatal error trap

Store data point array

Close file

Display duplicate file catalog

Set error trap for file purge prompt

Determine which routine to branch to

based on input from line 1620
Purge duplicate memory file

Don't accumulate return address on

return stack if its not to be used

Set fatal error trap

Report error and restart program

Error report routine



 
  

 PROGRAM LISTING     
 

1900 BEEF 1000 & DISSE "Error "L8TR$ (EF)
BU, CLES ® WaIT 2
1910 RETURN
1930
1950 V Clear display Clear ext display from second line

1940 DISF CHRS$ (27) 24" LOHRS (0) LOHRS (2)
LROCHR$ (27) RT";
1950 RETURN
1960 |
1970 VV End program

1980 DISF CHR$ (27) &"E"LOHRS (27) 8H"; Clear display(s) and close data file
1990 ASSIGN # 1 TO X
2000 END
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   PROGRAM LISTING!
 

  
 

0

40
S00

0

70

83

FO
100

110

140

|e

150

160

(H/

170
w 1
I]

180
190
a08)

210
thee ofVos

6%

450

{

Polline plot program

bOHP-7E Graphics Solutions Book

!
{

February 1983

DISK CHR (27) % "Eline Flot"
OFTION RBRASE 1

i

DIM ASCII, BRECSOT, DELI, ESL2001, F608]
INTEGER E,1,J, KE, La LO,F,F1,8
REAL FL,F1,X, XO, X1, XZ. ¥, YO, ¥1,Y2
Fa="_ITNEDATA" & Di=""

hel

FRL=0 © ON ERROR FRL=1

FRINT "PU; SRYLETRS (HX. 240%",

Sy Etan

FRINT

"LOTR

CDIVLSTRS (RLY &", "RETRS (RZ) &"

Fl=-—LEN{S%)

IF FP$="R" THEM Fl=-F1

IF P#&="0C" THEN Fl1=F1/32

FRINT "FA"LSTRS® (XY &", "RETR (YI E"3"
FRINT "CPU"LSTR$ FL)", "LETRS (FF) 3"

FRINT "LE"%S$L0HRS (35)
END DEF

{

DEF FNM(X,Y) !' Move
FNM=0 & ON ERROR FNM=1
FRINT "PU"SSTRS (X)&", "L8TRE (Y) 8"; "
END DEF

FND=0O ® ON ERROR

STANDRY ON

FRINT "FD"&STR$ (XO) &", "LE8TR& (YI "iF

FND=1

STANDRY OFF

END DEF
1

GOSUR 1660 !' (Clear display

SO0SUR 1630! Set error trap.

INFUT "Data file name? ",F$3F%$

IF F&="" THEN 1690 !' Quit on no in

ON ERROR GOSUR 1490 ® GOTO 4730

INPUT "Device specifier? ",Déi;D$

IF Ds#"" AND POSD$, ":'") #1 THEN E=

© GEOSUER 1510 @ GOTO 4350

E=0O @ ON ERROR E=ERRN  

Identifies program and clears

HP82183A specified as DISPLAY IS
device (via control E)
Allocates string variables

Allocates integer variables

Allocates the real variables

Initialize file name and device

specifier

Label function

No error: return 0; error: return 1

Send to plotter: pen up, set

relative character dimensions

Send to plotter: set label direction

180-200: determine label offset from

coordinates in characters

Plotter: absolute coordinates X,Y

Send to plotter: offset from

coordinates in character spacing

Send to plotter: plot text string

Move function

No error: return 0; error: return 1

Send to plotter: pen up, move to

absolute coordinates X,Y

Draw function

No error: return 0; error: return 1

HP-IL timeout off for long lines
Send to plotter: pen down, move to

absolute coordinates X,Y, pen up

Restore timeout trap

If no file name, quit program

Set error trap for device specifier
input

Test for invalid device specifier
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   PROGRAM LISTINGI
 

 

 

440 TF DH="" THEN CAT F$ ELSE COPY D$

TOF

470 OFF ERROR

480 TF DH="" AND BE THEN GOSUR 1510 ®

O70 280

490 TF De='"'" OR NOT E THERM S60

S500 IF EH&S THEM GOSUE 1510 w GOTO 280

PTE mot duplioat file.

510 CAT F& i ON ERROR GOSUER 1490 ® GOT

C520

SAO DIS UT MRFexiste in memory,

i DITSF Y purge Cyndy TRFUT UE YM, Mn

 

il

SEO ON FOR IUNY"  UFRCS CAs, 1320

ABO, 540

S40 PURGE F4$

HEO GOTO 450 ! Retry copy.

HOSUR 16350 1 Set error trap.

S70 ALBLBIGHN #1 TD FF, BARIT

SRO READ KL on A%

EO TF ASH THERM B=© GOL1510 ©

GOTO 280

EDO!

S10 GORHUR 1660 VY Clear displ av

20 THFUT “Flot speed

&

ERD TF NOT POS CUFMERY JLFRCE A001, 1302 T

HER E29 wm GOSLE PS10 0 GOTO &00

HAD TF OUFRCE ASD DL, 1 3ry="F" THERM SH=78 @

AOTC G60

HE TF UPRCS CA%0 LL 1 Tr="M" THEN H=15 EL

BE hm

SEO PRINT “IN, FEST RSTRS (5) "51"

HT

HEV Flot titles,

HPO READ # 1 3 RB#

FOO TF FNL C47, SEDO, T4789, iN, LS Be, 1,

Oy THEN GOSUR 14920 © GOTO 370

FIO GOBER 1430 Y Het error

TE0 READ #1 3 BY

TEROOTF FNL CER, TL, SEOO, TROT, NEY DBE, 1,

CG) THEN GOBLIR 1490 @ GOTO 370

F400 TF FRM L300, 750) THEN GOSUR 1490 ©

GEOTO E70

FEO OTF FRNDOLE00, £150)

B® GOTO 370

THEO TF FND (R900, 6150)

wm GOTO S70

F700 TF FRODPY00, 750)

HEOTO E70

70 ITF FND C1300, 750)

GOTO E70

0 ESL

OTE 5

  

F/mAsd™ YM, "enh

frame or aph.

THERM GDEUR 1490

THERM GOS 1490

THEN GOSLER 1490 ©

THERM ESLER 1450 1

1&0 VV Set error trap.  

Test for file existence or attempt

to copy

If memory file specified and not in

memory, report error

If memory file, skip error routine

If error other than dup file,

report error

Display duplicate file catalog, set

error trap for purge prompt

Determine routine to branch to based

on input from line 520

Purge memory file

Set fatal error trap

Assign channel to data file

Read (supposed) file identifier
If file is not line plot file,

report error and restart program

If not valid plot speed input,

report error

640-650: determine plot speed

Send to plotter: initialize, plot

absolute, select velocity, select

pen 1

Read main title

Plot main title

Set fatal error trap

Read subtitle

Plot subtitle

740-780: frame plot

Reset fatal error trap
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   PROGRAM LISTING
 

    

HOO READ #1 3 BH

B10 TF FRILL OE, 54600, 279, "ir,

THEN GOSUER 1490 @ GOTO E70

Hah BOSE 1430 1 Set error trap.

BE0 READ # 1 3 BS

S240 TF FNL OS, 250, 2450, "CY, —

THEN GOSUR 1490 © GOTO E70

BE0 BOLL 1430 1 Set error trap.

BHO READ #1 3 XO, x1, X2,Y0,¥1,Y2

B70!

800 V Flot X-tics 2 tic labels.

BOO F=8600/ABS5 (X11 ~X0) ® J=0

FOO FOR T=1300 TO 9900 STEFF ARD (X2XF)

P10 IF FRNMOT, 750) THEN GOLHUER 1510 © GO

TO B70

REC PRINT "XT"

EOTF FHL (5, T, 750, "EY 1, BTRS (XO+XEXK]

by 1,0 THEN GOSRBUR 1510 w GOTO 370

WA Fede

PERO NEXT 1

Wao!

70 0 Flot Y-tices 3 tic labels.
FEO GOSUR 16350 V Set error trap.

G0 F1=5400/4R5{Y1-Y0) & J=0

1000 FOR I=750 TO &150 STEFF ARS (YEXF1)

1010 IF FRM OLEOG, IT) THEN GDOSUR 1510 ®

GOTO E70

FORO PRINT "yTH

TOED TF FNL CE, 1200, T, "LY, E25, 8TR$ (YO+

Vaxdd, 1,00 THEN GUOHBUR 1510 w GOTO 270

1040 J=J4+1

TOS0 NEXT I

10&ED

O70 0 Flot legends 2 lines.

1080 GOSUR 16320 Set error trap.

1090 READ # 1 3 LL

1100 FOR T=1 TO L

PLL GOSUR 1430 1 Set error trap.

D120 RESTORE # 1, T+

1150 READ #1 3 4%

1140 FRINT "SF1L.Ty"

TIS50 TF FNL (2.6, 1300+ (846400N (L+1)) , 68

OO, "CY", 0, BE, 1,0) THEN GOSUR 1490 © GOT

0 E70

1160 GOSLIR 16320 VY Set error trap.

1170 READ # 1 3 RB%,1LO,F

1180 IF FNL(2.6, 1300+1% (B8600N (L.+1)), 68

OO, "CY, -1,8%, 1,0) THEN GOSUR 1490 @& 0

TO E70

T1920 FRINT "SPU"LRSTHR$S (Fs LT "&5TRS (L.O)
LA 1

EL RE, 1, 0)

CEL BE, Oy 1

 

Read x-axis title

Plot x-axis title

Reset fatal error trap

Read y-axis title

Plot y-axis ttile

Reset fatal error trap

Read x- and y-scale values

Scale factor/label value counter

Loop to plot and label x-tiecs

Move to tic location

Send to plotter: plot x-tiec

Label tic

Increment label value counter

Reset fatal error trap

Scale factor/label value counter

Loop to plot and label y-tics

Move to tic location

Send to plotter: plot y-tic

Label tic

Increment label value counter

Reset fatal error trap

Read # of lines

Loop to plot lines and line legends

Reset fatal error trap

Read upper legend

Pen 1, solid line

Plot upper legend

Reset error trap

Lower legend, line type, pen value

Plot lower legend

Plotter: select line type and pen
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   PROGRAM LISTING
 

   
 

1200 TF FRM OLIOOODHTH (RLH00N (L410) , H400)

THEN GOS 1490 @ GOTD E70
1210 IF FRND{L160O+ LX (BLHO0N (L+1)) , 5400)

THEN GDSUR 1490 w GOTO 3270

280!

12750 GOSLUR 1630 1 Set error trap.

1240 READ # 1,I+50 3 KE

1250 READ # 1,I1%x100 53 X,Y

1260 IF XO0:xX1 THEN 1300

1270 TF YOI¥Y1l THEN 13290

1280 ITF FNM{ABRS (XOX) XF+1300, 150-418 (

Y1-Y)¥F1) THEN GOSUR 1490 @ GOTD 270 E

LSE 17340

1290 IF FNMARS (XOX) XF+ 1200, 750+4R5 (OY

O-YI)¥F1) THEN GOSUR 1490 & GOTO 270 EL

SE 1340

1300 IF YOovYl THEW 1320

1310 IF FNM(QP00-ARS (X1-X) XF, &150~-ARE (

Y1i-Y)¥F1) THEN GOSUR 1490 @ GOTO 370 E

LSE 17340

1320 IF FNMA(9QOO-ARS (X1--X) ¥F, 750+ARS (Y

O-Y)xF1) THEN GOSUR 1490 % GOTO 370 EL

SE 17340

17330

1340 FOR J=1 TO kKE-1

1350 GOSUR 1630 ! Set error trap.

1360 READ # 1 3 X,Y

1570 IF XOxXX1 THEN 1410

1380 IF YO<¥Y1l THEN 1400

1390 IF FND (ABS (XOX) ¥F+ 1300, 61 50-ARES (

Y1-Y)¥F1) THEN GOSUR 1490 & GOTO 270 E

LSE 1440

1400 IF FHND (ABS (XO-X) ¥F+1300, 730+48B5 (Y

O-Y)XF1) THEN GOSUR 1490 & GOTO 3270 EL

SE 1440

1410 IF YO<Y1 THEN 14730

1420 IF FND(9200-ARS (X1-X) ¥F, 6150-ARS (

Y1-Y)¥F1) THEN GOSUR 1490 » GOTO 270 E

LSE 1440

1470 IF FND(9900-ARS (X1-X) XF, 750+ARBS (Y

O-Y)¥F1) THEN GOSUR 1490 & GOTO 370 EL

SE 1440

1440 NEXT J

1450 NEXT I

1460 !

1470 PRINT "FUO,0O;5P;"

1480 GOTO 1690 ! Clear display, end.

1490 !

1500 E=ERRN

1510 !

1520 E$="Unable to run.”
1530 IF E=33 THEN E$="Data type."

13540 IF E=74 THEN E%$="No data."  

1200-1210: sample line for legend

Reset fatal error trap

Read # of data points

Read first data pair

1260-1320: move to scaled location

Loop to plot data points

Reset fatal error trap

Read next data pair

1370-1430: plot scaled location

Plotter: absolute coordinates 0,0
End program
Error report routine



 

 

   PROGRAM LISTING
 

   
 

1550 IF E=42 THEN E$="8tring too long.

1860 ITF E=43 THER BE$="Numeric input.”

1570 IF E=44 THEN E$="Too many inputs.

1580 IF E=&2 THEN E$="File not found.”

1590 IF E=&67 THEN E$="Invalid +ilespec

1400 TF E=99 THEN E$="Invalid paramete

Fou

1410 BEEF 1000 & DIS "Errore “"S&5TRS (ED

BU, "RES ® WATT

1&H20 RETURN

Pé&E0

1&E40 ON ERROR GOSUE 1490 © GOTO 380

1650 RETURN

Lends

1&E70 DISE CHR$ (2728S ECHRS (0) RUHR (2)

LOHRS (2738 J"

14680 RETURN

1&H0

1700 DISH CHR$ (27) EVE" LOHRS (27) 8H"

1710 A55TEN # 1 TO %

1720 END

 

Fatal error routine

Report error, restart program

Clear external display second line

Clear display(s), close data file
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   PROGRAM DESCRIPTION  
 

BAR CHART

What the Programs are Designed To Do:

The BAR CHART plotting package consists (as does each package in

this Solutions Book) of two programs: a file creation/editing

program and a plotting program. The editing program prompts the user

for inputs by which data files that contain the information necessary

to create plots using the HP TUAT0A plotter are created. The plot

program translates these data files into the appropriate HP-GL¥

commands to create plots with the plotter. The programs are recorded

on the included magnetic cards under the file names "BEDIT" and

"BPLOT" respectively.

The package allows the user to plot single-page, multiple bar

charts. (The package should work with either the HP-IL option of the

HP TA4TOA plotter or with other interface options if the appropriate

interconnect device is used.) The axes are not movable: the x-axis is

located at the bottom and the y-axis is at the extreme left side of

the plot. The axes may be labeled, as may the plot as a whole (with

a "main title" and "subtitle"). The user may select between six

hatch types and two pen colors for use in plotting the bars. Each

bar type has a legend by which it may be described.

The programs interface nicely with mass storage and display

devices. The programs work especially well with the HP 82163 Video

Interface if it is specified as the DISPLAY IS device. Printers are

not supported by the programs because of the nature of the plotter

interface. The plotter must be addressed as the PRINTER IS device

and therefore no other printer device may be accessed while running

the programs.

#* Hewlett-Packard Graphics Language - see your HP T4T0A Interfacing and
Programming Manual.
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    SAMPLE PROBLEM 
 

 

The following example assumes that the user has loaded the edit

and the plot programs into memory under the file names "BEDIT" and

"BPLOT" respectively. The example also assumes that the file

"BARDATA" does not exist in memory, that the HP TUT70A is on the HP-IL

interface, that it has been assigned a device specifier and has been

specified as the printer device (via the PRINTER IS command).

 

DISPLAY KEYSTROKES
 

run "bedit" [RTN]

Bar Plot File Creation

The initial prompts are straight forward. We would like to

create a new plot file and will use the default data file

name "BARDATA".

New, old file, quit (n/0/q)? n [RTN]
New data file name? BARDATA [RTN]

Since the file is new, it is empty. We must supply values

for the plot's titles, and set the y-scale values. The

titles used in this example are superfluous. The scale

used for the y-axis is the range 0 to 100 in steps of 10.

Main title: Main Title [RTN]

Subtitle: Subtitle [RTN]

X axis title: X Axis [RTN]
Y axis title: Y Axis [RTN]

Y min,max,inec.: 0,0,0 0,100,110 [RTN]

Number of bars, levels: 1,1 4,3 [RTN]

Once the number of bars and bar levels are specified,

descriptive legends, hatch types and pen color must be

chosen for each bar. The legend titles in the example are

superfluous. We will select hatch type 2 and default pen 1

(the left-hand pen of the HP T470A) for level one. For

level two we will select hatch type 3 and pen 2 (the

right-hand pen of the HP T4TO0A). For level three we will
select hatch type 4 and pen 1.
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DISPLAY KEYSTROKES

Upper legend #1: Level 1 [RTN]

Lower legend #1: [RTN]
Hatch type & pen #1: 1,1 2 [RTN]
Upper legend #2: Level 2 [RTN]
Lower legend #2: (second set) [RTN]
Hatch type & pen #2: 2,1 3,2 [RTN]
Upper legend #3: Level 3 [RTN]
Lower legend #3: (third set) [RTNI]

Hatch type & pen #3: 3,1 4 [RTN]

X lab

X lab

X lab

X lab

Each group of bars on the x-axis may be titled.

el 1? Group 1 [RTN]

el 2? Group 2 [RTN]
el 3? Group 3 [RTN]
el 4? Group 4 [RTN]

Each bar must have a height that is specified by its y

coordinate. Note that all of the heights specified must

fall within the range 0 to 100 in accordance with the scale

selected above. Values outside this range would be

rejected by the program.

1, bar 1: 0 10 [RTN]

1, bar 2: 0 20 [RTN]

1, bar 3: 0 30 [RTN]

1, bar 4: 0 40 [RTN]

2, bar 1: 0 20 [RTN]

2, bar 2: 0 30 [RTN]

2, bar 3: 0 40 [RTN]

2, bar 4: 0 50 [RTN]

3, bar 1: 0 30 [RTN]

3, bar 2: 0 40 [RTN]

3, bar 3: 0 50 [RTN]
3, bar 4: 0 60 [RTN]

Once all of the heights for all of the bars are specified,

the program cycles to permit either the creation of a new

file or the editing of an old file. In this case, we will
go back to modify the file just created. An existing file

may reside on a mass storage device, so the program asks

for the device specifier. No input for the device

specifier indicates that the file exists in HP-75 memory.

The file is found and its catalog information is displayed

for user verification. ("tt:tt dd/dd/dd" in the example
represents the time and date display corresponding to the

file's creation time.)
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   SAMPLE PROBLEM
 

   
 

 

DISPLAY KEYSTROKES

New, old file, quit (n/0/q)? n o [RTN]
Old data file name? BARDATA [RTN]

Device specifier? [RTN]
BARDATA B 370 tt:tt dd/dd/dd

The user is asked whether or

are to be edited. We answer

are redisplayed for editing.
is changed by typing the new

not the plot titles and scales

The existing values

The value for the main title

title over the old. Existing

values are retained by pressing [RTN] as they are

displayed.

Edit titles & scale (y/n/q)? n
Main title: Main Title

Subtitle: Subtitle

X axis title: X Axis

Y axis title: Y Axis

Y min,max,inc.: 0,100,10

y [RTN]
Fun and Games [RTN]

[RTN]
[RTN]
[RTN]
[RTN]

Since we may not want to change the legends, hatch types and

pens, the program asks us. In this case we do: a value for

lower legend 1 is added. The other values are retained by

pressing [RTN].

Number of bars, levels: 4,3

Edit legends (y/n/q)? n
Upper legend #1: Level 1
Lower legend #1:

Hatch type & pen #1: 2,1

Upper legend #2: Level 2

Lower legend #2: (second set)
Hatch type & pen #2: 3,2

Upper legend #3: Level 3

Lower legend #3: (third set)
Hatch type & pen #3: 4,1

[RTN]

y [RTN]
[RTN]
(first set) [RTN]

[RTN]

[RTN]

[RTN]

[RTN]

[RTN]

[RTN]

[RTN]

We opt to change neither the x-axis labels nor the values

for the heights of the bars.

Edit x-axis labels (y/n/q)? n

Edit bar data (y/n/q) n
[RTN]
[RTN]

The program recycles and we choose to quit.



 
 

 

 SAMPLE PROBLEM     
 

DISPLAY KEYSTROKES
 

New, old file, quit (n/0/q)? n q [RTN]

Having created a data file, we choose to plot the informa-

tion. The default file name is that of our file (since we

chose the default in the edit program) and it still exists

in memory. We are asked whether the bars are to be stacked

or grouped. First we will choose grouped, later we will

repeat the plot with stacked bars for the sake of compari-

son. We are given a choice of plotting speeds: fast, medium

and slow. We choose fast.

run "bplot"

Bar Plot

Data file name? BARDATA [RTN]
Device specifier? [RTN]
BARDATA B 384 tt:tt dd/dd/dd

Stacked or grouped plot (s/g)? g [RTN]
Plot speed (f/m/s) ? s f [RTN]

The program procedes to generate the plot. When through,

it recycles and prompts for a new data file. We will rerun

the program plotting the bars as stacked.

Data file name? BARDATA [RTN]
Device specifier? [RTN]
BARDATA B 384 tt:tt dd/dd/dd

Stacked or grouped plot (s/g)? g s [RTN]
Plot speed (f/m/s) ? s f [RTN]

Note after the plot has finished that the bars labeled

"Group 3" and "Group 4" meet the top of the plot. The

stacking of these bars has caused them to exceed the

specified scale. This fact is signified by the label

"(Range Error)" in the upper right-hand corner of the

plot. The offending bars are marked with a dot between the

X-axis and the bar's x-axis title.

At this point, the program has returned to the data file

prompt. Inputting no name will cause the program to

terminate.

Data file name? BARDATA [CLRI[RTN]
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  USER INSTRUCTIONS    

 

 

CREATING A NEW FILE

 

DISPLAY KEYSTROKES
 

STEP (NEW) 1:

run "bedit" [RTN]

Bar Plot File Creation

This output identifies the program and will remain in the

display for the duration of the DELAY specified by the

user. If the HP 82163 Video Interface is used, this

display will appear at the top of the CRT and will remain

there for the duration of the program.

STEP (NEW) 2:

New, old file, quit (n/0/q)? n n, o or q [RTN]

This prompt requests the type of file to be manipulated by

the program. The program is capable of creating a new plot

file or of modifying an existing plot file. The prompt

also gives the option of quitting the program without

manipulating a data file. If the latter option is

selected, both the HP-75's display and the specified

DISPLAY IS device are cleared.

The prompt will accept any input string of up to 4

characters. Only the first character is used in the

evaluation of the response. Therefore, responses such as

"new", "old" and "quit" are acceptable. The strings may be

entered in either upper or lower case. Any invalid input

(string too long, commas or semicolons, first character not

n, o or q) will generate an error and cause the prompt to

be repeated. Select "n" to create a new file ("n" is the

default, so just press [RTN]).

STEP (NEW) 3:

New data file name? BARDATA 8 character string [RTN]

This prompt requests the name of the data file to be

created. Any string of up to 8 characters, upper or lower

case, will be accepted. Strings longer than 8 characters

or containing commas, semicolons or quotation marks will

generate an error message and cause the prompt to be
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 USER INSTRUCTIONS   
   

DISPLAY KEYSTROKES
 

repeated. An invalid file specifier will not be detected

until the program tries to access the file. At that time

an error Will be generated and the prompt will be

redisplayed.

The default file name "BARDATA" will be displayed any time

the program is RUN or the program has cycled and "BARDATA"

was the last file name used. Otherwise, the last file name

specified (even if it caused an error) will be displayed.

The default file name may be used by pressing [RTN] with no

input. The file name may be modified or replaced by pressing

appropriate keys (the [CLR], [SHIFT][DEL], [DEL], [I/R] and
[BACK] keys are active at this time) before pressing [RTN] to
accept the input.

If main memory is specified (by no input) and a file of the

same name exists in memory, the catalog information of the

existing file will be displayed and the user will be asked

if the file is to be purged.

'filename' exists in memory,

purge (y/n)? n

An affirmative response will purge the file and continue the

program at step (NEW) 4. A negative response will cycle the

program to step (NEW) 2 of the User Instructions without

affecting the existing file. ('filename' in the above example

will be replaced by the actual file name.)

STEP (NEW) 4:

Main Title: up to 50 characters [RTN]

The program is asking for the main title of the plot. This

title may be any string of text, excluding commas, semicolons

and quotation marks, of up to 50 characters. Erroneous inputs

(containing commas, semicolons or quotation marks) will generate

an error and cause the prompt to be repeated. The title will

be plotted parallel to the x-axis along the top of the graph.

Pressing [RTN] with no input is acceptable and will cause no

title to be plotted.

STEP (NEW) 5:

Subtitle: up to 50 characters [RTN]

The program is asking for the subtitle of the plot. This

may be any string of text, excluding commas, semicolons and



 
 

 

 USER INSTRUCTIONS      

DISPLAY KEYSTROKES
 

quotation marks, of up to 50 characters. Erroneous inputs

(containing commas, semicolons or quotation marks) will

generate an error and cause the prompt to be repeated. The

subtitle will be plotted parallel to the x-axis immediately

below the main title (or immediately below the place the

main title would be). Pressing [RTN] with no input is
acceptable and will cause no subtitle to be plotted.

STEP (NEW) 6:

X axis title: up to 50 characters [RTN]

The program is asking for the title of the x-axis for the

plot. This may be any string of text, excluding commas,

semicolons and quotation marks, of up to 50 characters.

Erroneous inputs (containing commas, semicolons or

quotation marks) will generate an error and cause the

prompt to be repeated. It will be plotted parallel to and

immediately below the x-axis. Pressing [RTN] with no input
is acceptable and will cause no title to be plotted.

STEP (NEW) 7:

Y axis title: up to 50 characters [RTN]

The program is asking for the title of the y-axis for the

plot. This may be any string of text, excluding commas,

semicolons and quotation marks, of up to 50 characters.

Erroneous inputs (containing commas, semicolons or

quotation marks) will generate an error and cause the

prompt to be repeated. It will be plotted parallel to and

immediately to the left of the y-axis. Pressing [RTN] with

no input is acceptable and will cause no title to be

plotted.

STEP (NEW) 8:

Y min,max,inec.: 0,0,0 3 numeric values [RTN]

This prompt requests the scaling of the y-axis and requires

three numeric inputs separated by commas. The first value

to be input is the bottommost y value to be plotted. It

may be negative or positive, integer or real. The second

input value is the topmost y value to be plotted. It may

be negative or positive, integer or real. The values are

most commonly, but need not be, the smallest and largest y

values, respectively. The program will allow the

bottommost point on the y-axis (y-min) to be larger than
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DISPLAY KEYSTROKES
 

the topmost point (y-max). A plot in which the y-axis
ranges from 100 to -100 is therefore allowed. The only

restriction on the values of y-min and y-max is that they

cannot be equal. Invalid inputs will generate an error and

cause the prompt to be repeated.

The third input value is the y increment. This value

specifies the distance between subdivisions (tic marks) on

the axis. The input value is restricted by the values of

y-min and y-max. The magnitude of the increment must be

less than or equal to the distance between y-min and

y-max. An input of 0,100,101 is therefore not allowed.

The arithmetic sign of the increment must also agree with

direction of increment. If the value of y-max is greater

than that of y-min (an increase), the increment must be
positive. A valid example is -5,5,1. If the value of
y-min is greater than that of y-max (a decrease), the
increment must be negative. A valid example is 5,-5,-1.

The increment value cannot be zero.

All tics will be labeled with their y-coordinate. Tics

should be spaced wide enough that the labels do not

overlap.

STEP (NEW) 9:

Number of bars, levels: 1,1 two integers [RTN]

The program is asking for the number of bars and levels to

be plotted. Valid input for the number of bars is an integer

between 1 and 50. Valid input for the number of levels is

an integer between 1 and 14. All other inputs will gene-

rate an error and cause the prompt to be repeated. The

program can store up to 50 different bar groups, but the

physical limitations of the plot will not support this

extreme. For example, more than 10 or 12 bar groups will

cause crowding of the legends and with 2 pens and 6 hatch

types only 12 distinct bars can be drawn.

STEP (NEW) 10:

Upper legend #1: up to 50 characters [RTN]

The program is asking for the first half of the descriptive

label for line 1. This may be any string of text,
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DISPLAY KEYSTROKES
 

excluding commas, semicolons and quotation marks, of up to

50 characters. It will be plotted parallel to and

immediately below the subtitle. Erroneous inputs

(containing commas, semicolons or quotation marks) will

generate an error and cause the prompt to be repeated.

Pressing [RTN] with no input is acceptable and will cause

no upper legend to be plotted. Note that to prevent

crowding, many fewer than 50 characters should be used
based on the number of legends to be plotted.

STEP (NEW) 11:

Lower legend #1: up to 50 characters [RTN]

The program is asking for the second half of the

descriptive label for line 1. This may be any string of

text, excluding commas, semicolons and quotation marks, of

up to 50 characters. It will be plotted parallel to and

immediately below the upper legend. Erroneous inputs

(containing commas, semicolons or quotation marks) will

generate an error and cause the prompt to be repeated.

Pressing [RTN] with no input is acceptable and will cause
no lower legend to be plotted. Note that to prevent

crowding, many fewer than 50 characters should be used

based on the number of legends to be plotted.

STEP (NEW) 12:

Hatch type & pen #1: 1,1 2 integers [RTN]

The program is asking for the hatch type and pen number.

Valid hatch type values are integers between 1 and 6 while

valid pen numbers are 1 and 2. All other inputs will

generate an error and cause the prompt to be repeated. A

list of the hatch types can be found on page 51. Pen #1 is
the left-hand pen on the HP 7T4TO0A plotter while pen #2 is

the right-hand pen.

Steps (NEW) 10 through 12 will be repeated for each line as

specified by step (NEW) 9.

STEP (NEW) 13:

X label 1? up to 50 characters [RTN]

Each group of bars may be labeled. This input may be a

string of up to 50 characters excluding commas, semicolons
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and quotation marks. Invalid inputs will generate an error

message and cause the prompt to be repeated. Pressing

[RTN] with no input is acceptable and will cause no label

to be plotted. Note that to prevent crowding, many fewer

than 50 characters should be used based on the number of

labels to be plotted.

This prompt will be repeated for each group of bars as

specified in step (NEW) 8.

STEP (NEW) 14:

Level 1, bar 1: 0 a real number [RTN]

Each bar must have a height to be plotted. Note that all

of the heights specified must fall within the range
specified in step (NEW) 8 or an error will be generated and

the prompt repeated. No check is made to see if the

accumulated bar heights would excede the scale if the bars

were to be stacked. The prompt is repeated for each bar in

each level as specified in step (NEW) 8.

Once all of the heights for all of the bars are specified,

the program will cycle back to step (NEW) 2 to permit either

the creation of a new file or the editing of an old file.
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EDITING AN EXISTING FILE

 

DISPLAY KEYSTROKES
 

STEP (OLD) 1:

run "bedit" [RTN]
Bar Plot File Creation

STEP

New,

This output identifies the program and will remain in the
display for the duration of the DELAY specified by the

user. If the the HP 82163 Video Interface is used, this

display will appear at the top of the CRT and will remain

there for the duration of the program.

(OLD) 2:

old file, quit (n/0/q)? n n, o or q [RTN]

This prompt requests the type of file to be manipulated by

the program. The program is capable of creating a new plot

file or of modifying an existing plot file. The prompt

also gives the option of quitting the program without

manipulating a data file. If the latter option is

selected, both the HP-75's display and the specified

DISPLAY IS device are cleared.

The prompt will accept any input string of up to 4

characters. Only the first character is used in the

evaluation of the response. Therefore, responses such as
"new", "old" and "quit" are acceptable. The strings may be

entered in either upper or lower case. Any invalid input

(string too long, commas or semicolons, first character not

n, o or q) will generate an error and cause the prompt to

be repeated. Select "o" to edit an existing file.

STEP (OLD) 3:

Old data file name? BARDATA 8 character string [RTN]

This prompt requests the name of the data file to be

manipulated. Any string of up to 8 characters, upper or
lower case, will be accepted. Strings longer than 8
characters or containing commas, semicolons or quotation
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DISPLAY KEYSTROKES
 

marks will generate an error message and cause the prompt

to be repeated. A string that represents an invalid file

specifier will not be detected until the program tries to

access the file. At that time an error will be generated

and the prompt will be redisplayed.

The default file name "BARDATA"™ will be displayed any time

the program is RUN or if the program has cycled and

"BARDATA" was the last file name used. Otherwise, the

last file name specified (even if it caused an error) will
be displayed. The default file name may be used by

pressing [RTN] with no input. The file name may be

modified or replaced by pressing the appropriate keys (the

[CLR], (SHIFT][DEL], [DEL], [I/R] and [BACK] keys are
active at this time) before pressing [RTN] to accept the
input.

STEP (OLD) 4:

Device specifier? "en & 2 characters [RTN]

Since the old file may exist on some external mass storage

device and not in memory, the program asks for the device

specifier of the mass storage device. If no device

specifier is input, the file is assumed to exist in

memory. Device specifiers are of the form ":ab" where "a"

is any alphabetical character and "b" is any alphanumeric

character. The prompt will accept any input of up to 3

characters.

Any invalid input (string too long, commas, semicolons or

quotation marks, first character not ":") will generate an

error and cause the prompt to be repeated. An invalid

device specifier will not be detected until the program

tries to access the device. At such a time, an error will

be generated and control will be passed to step (OLD) 2.
There is an unavoidable hazard that exists if an invalid

device specifier is input or the file doesn't exist on the

specified device and does exist in memory. The program

will not detect the invalid device specifier or the
nonexistent external file until it has detected the

duplicate file name in memory. The catalog information of

the existing file will be displayed and the user will be

asked if the file is to be purged.
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'filename' exists in memory,

purge (y/n)? n

STEP

Edit

STEP

Main

An affirmative response will purge the memory file before

the program has verified the existence or nonexistence of

the external file. The user should therefore be relatively

certain that the file specifier inputs are accurate.

("filename" in the above example will be replaced by the
actual file name.) A response of "n" will cycle the program

to step (OLD) 2.

If the program has cycled and a device specifier has

previously been input, the last used device specifier will

be put into the display - even if it has caused an error.

This default may be modified or removed before pressing

[RTN] to accept the input.

(OLD) 5:

titles & scale (y/n/q)? n y, n or q [RTN]

Since the user may not desire to alter the values of the

titles or scales, the program gives you the choice of

skipping them or of quitting all together. If the latter

option is selected, both the HP-75's display and the

specified DISPLAY IS device are cleared. The prompt will

accept any input string of up to U4 characters. Only the

first character is used in the evaluation of the response.

Therefore, responses such as "yes", "no" and "quit" are

acceptable. The strings may be entered in either upper or

lower case. Any invalid input (string too long, commas or
semicolons, first character not y, n, or q) will generate an

error and cause the prompt to be repeated.

A response of "y" will cause the program to continue at

step (OLD) 6 while that of "n" will continue at step (OLD)

11.

(OLD) 6:

Title: old title up to 50 characters [RTN]

The program is asking for the main title of the plot. This

title may be any string of text, excluding commas,

semicolons and quotation marks, of up to 50 characters.

Erroneous inputs (containing commas, semicolons or
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quotation marks) will generate an error and cause the

prompt to be repeated. The title will be plotted parallel

to the x-axis along the top of the graph. Pressing [RTN]

with no input will accept the old title (represented by

"old title" in the example above). The main title may be

omitted by clearing the input display.

STEP (OLD) 7:

Subtitle: old subtitle up to 50 characters [RTN]

The program is asking for the subtitle of the plot. This

may be any string of text, excluding commas, semicolons and

quotation marks, of up to 50 characters. Erroneous inputs

(containing commas, semicolons or quotation marks) will
generate an error and cause the prompt to be repeated. The

subtitle will be plotted parallel to the x-axis immediately

below the main title (or immediately below the place the

main title would be). Pressing [RTN] with no input will
accept the old subtitle (represented by "old subtitle" in
the example above). The subtitle may be omitted by

clearing the input display.

STEP (OLD) 8:

X axis title: old x-axis title up to 50 characters [RTN]

The program is asking for the title of the x-axis for the

plot. This may be any string of text, excluding commas,

semicolons and quotation marks, of up to 50 characters.

Erroneous inputs (containing commas, semicolons or

quotation marks) will generate an error and cause the

prompt to be repeated. It will be plotted parallel to and

immediately below the x-axis. Pressing [RTN] with no input
will accept the old title (represented by "old x-axis

title" in the example above). The title may be omitted by

clearing the input display.

STEP (OLD) 9:

Y axis title: old y-axis title up to 50 characters [RTN]

The program is asking for the title of the y-axis for the

plot. This may be any string of text, excluding commas,

semicolons and quotation marks, of up to 50 characters.
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Erroneous inputs (containing commas, semicolons or

quotation marks) will generate an error and cause the

prompt to be repeated. It will be plotted parallel to and

immediately to the left of the y-axis. Pressing [RTN] with

no input will accept the old title (represented by "old

y-axis title" in the example above). The title may be
omitted by clearing the input display.

STEP (OLD) 10:

Y min,max,inc.: min,max,inc. 3 numeric values [RTN]

This prompt requests the scaling of the y-axis and requires

three numeric inputs separated by commas. The first value

to be input is the bottommost y value to be plotted. It

may be negative or positive, integer or real. The second

input value is the topmost y value to be plotted. It may

be negative or positive, integer or real. The values are

most commonly, but need not be, the smallest and largest y

values, respectively. The program will allow the

bottommost point on the y-axis (y-min) to be larger than
the topmost point (y-max). A plot in which the y-axis
ranges from 100 to -100 is therefore allowed. The only

restriction on the values of y-min and y-max is that they

cannot be equal. Invalid inputs will generate an error and

cause the prompt to be repeated.

The third input value is the y increment. This value

specifies the distance between subdivisions (tic marks) on

the axis. The input value is restricted by the values of

y-min and y-max. The magnitude of the increment must be

less than or equal to the distance between y-min and

y-max. An input of 0,100,101 is therefore not allowed. The

arithmetic sign of the increment must also agree with

direction of increment. If the value of y-max is greater

than that of y-min (an increase), the increment must be

positive. A valid example is -5,5,1. If the value of

y-min is greater than that of y-max (a decrease), the

increment must be negative. A valid example is 5,-5,-1.

The increment cannot be zero.

All tics will be labeled with their y-coordinate. Tics

should be spaced wide enough that the labels do not

overlap.
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STEP

Pressing [RTN] with no input will accept the existing

values (represented by "min,max,inc." in the example

above).

(OLD) 11:

Number of bars, levels: old # bars, levels two integers [RTN]

STEP

Edit

The program is asking for the number of bars and levels per

bar to be plotted. Valid inputs are two integers where the

number of bars is greater than 0 and the number of levels

is between 1 and 14. All other inputs will generate an

error and cause the prompt to be repeated.

Pressing [RTN] with no input will accept the existing
values (represented by "old" # of bars, levels in the

example above).

The program is capable of generating either stacked or

grouped bar charts. When dealing with stacked bars, each

complete bar is referred to as a bar and each section of

the bar is referred to as a level. When dealing with

grouped bars, each group is referred to as a bar and each

bar in a group is a level.

(OLD) 12:

legends (y/n/q)? n y, n, or q [RTN]

Since the user may not desire to alter the values of the

legends, hatch types or pens, the program gives you the

choice of skipping them or of quitting all together. If

the latter option is selected, both the HP-75's display and
the specified DISPLAY IS device are cleared. The prompt

will accept any input string of up to 4 characters. Only

the first character is used in the evaluation of the

response. Therefore, responses such as "yes", "no" and

"quit" are acceptable. The strings may be entered in

either upper or lower case. Any invalid input (string too

long, commas or semicolons, first character not y, n or q)

will generate an error and cause the prompt to be repeated.

Note that an increase in the number of levels in step (OLD)

11 will skip this option and execution will continue with

step (OLD) 13.
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A response of "y" will cause the program to continue at

step (OLD) 13 while that of "n" will continue at step (OLD)
16.

STEP (OLD) 13:

Upper legend #1: old legend up to 50 characters [RTN]

The program is asking for the first half of the descriptive

label for level 1. This may be any string of text,

excluding commas, semicolons and quotation marks, of up to

50 characters. It will be plotted parallel to and

immediately below the subtitle. Erroneous inputs

(containing commas, semicolons or quotation marks) will

generate an error and cause the prompt to be repeated.

Pressing [RTN] with no input will accept the current value

(represented by "old legend" in the example above). The
legend may be omitted by clearing the input display. Note

that to prevent crowding, many fewer than 50 characters

should be used based on the number of legends to be

plotted.

STEP (OLD) 14:

Lower legend #1: old legend up to 50 characters [RTN]

The program is asking for the second half of the descriptive

label for level 1. This may be any string of text, excluding

commas, semicolons and quotation marks, of up to 50 characters.

It will be plotted parallel to and immediately below the upper

legend. Erroneous inputs (containing commas, semicolons or

quotation marks) will generate an error and cause the prompt

to be repeated. Pressing [RTN] with no input will accept the

current value (represented by "old legend" in the example

above). The legend may be omitted by clearing the input dis-

play. Note that to prevent crowding, many fewer than 50

characters should be used based on the number of legends to

be plotted.

STEP (OLD) 15:

Hatch type & pen #1: hatch, pen 2 integers [RTN]

The program is asking for the hatch type and pen number.

Valid hatch type values are integers between 1 and 6 while
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STEP

Edit

STEP

valid pen numbers are 1 and 2. All other inputs will

generate an error and cause the prompt to be repeated. A

list of the hatch types can be found on page 51, Pen #1 is

the left-hand pen on the HP TU4TOA plotter while pen #2 is
the right-hand pen. Pressing [RTN] with no input will

accept the current value (represented by "hatch, pen" in

the example above).

Steps (OLD) 13 through 15 will be repeated for each level as
specified by step (OLD) 11.

(OLD) 16:

x-axis labels (y/n/q)? n y, n, or q [RTN]

Since the user may not desire to alter the values of the

x-axis labels, the program gives you the choice of skipping

them or of quitting all together. If the latter option is

selected, both the HP-75's display and the specified

DISPLAY IS device are cleared. The prompt will accept any

input string of up to 4 characters. Only the first

character is used in the evaluation of the response.

Therefore, responses such as "yes", "no" and "quit" are

acceptable. The strings may be entered in either upper or

lower case. Any invalid input (string too long, commas or

semicolons, first character not y, n, or q) will generate an

error and cause the prompt to be repeated.

Note that an increase in the number of bars in step (OLD)

11 will cause this option to be skipped and execution will

continue with step (OLD) 17.

A response of "y" will cause the program to continue at

step (OLD) 17 while that of "n" will continue at step (OLD)
18.

(OLD) 17:

X label 1? old label up to 50 characters [RTN]

Each group of bars may be labeled. This input may be a

string of up to 50 characters excluding commas, semicolons
and quotation marks. Invalid inputs will generate an error

message and cause the prompt to be repeated. Pressing

[RTN] with no input is acceptable and will cause no label
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DISPLAY KEYSTROKES
 

STEP

Edit

STEP

Edit

to be plotted. Pressing [RTN] with the default (current)

input will cause the current x-axis label to be plotted.

Note that to prevent crowding, many fewer than 50

characters should be used based on the number of labels to

be plotted.

This prompt will be repeated for each group of bars as

specified in step (OLD) 11.

(OLD) 18:

bar data (y/n/q)? n y, n, or q [RTN]

Since the user may not desire to alter the heights of the

bars, the program gives you the choice of skipping them or

of quitting all together. If the latter option is

selected, both the HP-75's display and the specified

DISPLAY IS device are cleared. The prompt will accept any

input string of up to 4 characters. Only the first

character is used in the evaluation of the response.

Therefore, responses such as "yes", "no" and "quit" are

acceptable. The strings may be entered in either upper or

lower case. Any invalid input (string too long, commas or

semicolons, first character not y, n, or q) will generate an

error and cause the prompt to be repeated.

Note that an increase in the number of bars or levels in

step (OLD) 11 will cause this option to be skipped and

execution will continue with step (OLD) 19.

A response of "y" will cause the program to continue at

step (OLD) 19 while that of "n" will continue at step (OLD)
2.

(OLD) 19:

level 1 (y/n/q)? n y, n, or q [RTN]

Since the user may not desire to alter the values of the

points in level 1, the program gives you the choice of

skipping them or of quitting all together. If the latter

option is selected, both the HP-75's display and the

specified DISPLAY IS device are cleared. The prompt will

accept any input string of up to U4 characters. Only the

first character is used in the evaluation of the response.
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Therefore, responses such as "yes", "no" and "quit" are

acceptable. The strings may be entered in either upper or

lower case. Any invalid input (string too long, commas or

semicolons, first character not y, n, or q) will generate an

error and cause the prompt to be repeated.

Note that an increase in the number of bars in step (OLD)
11 will skip this option and execution will continue with

step (OLD) 20.

A response of "y" will cause the program to continue at

step (OLD) 20 while that of "n" will continue at step (OLD)
2.

STEP (OLD) 20:

Level 1, bar 1? old value real number [RTN]

Each bar must have a height to be plotted. Note that all

of the heights specified must fall within the range

specified in step (OLD) 10 or an error will be generated

and the prompt repeated. No check is made to see if the

accumulated bar heights would excede the scale if the bars

were to be stacked. The prompt is repeated for each bar in

each level as specified in step (OLD) 11.

Once all of the heights for all of the bars are specified,

the program will cycle back to step (OLD) 2 to permit
either the creation of a new file or the editing of an old

file.
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PLOTTING

DISPLAY KEYSTROKES

STEP (PLOT) 1:

run "bplot" [RTN]

Bar Plot

STEP

Data

This output identifies the program and will remain in the

display for the duration of the DELAY specified by the

user. If the the HP 82163 Video Interface is used, this

display will appear at the top of the CRT and will remain

there for the duration of the program.

(PLOT) 2:

file name? BARDATA 8 character string [RTN]

This prompt requests the name of the data file to be

manipulated. Any string of up to 8 characters, upper or

lower case, will be accepted. Strings longer than 8

characters or containing commas, semicolons or quotation

marks will generate an error message and cause the prompt

to be repeated. A string that represents an invalid file

specifier will not be detected until the program tries to

access the file. At that time an error will be generated

and the prompt will be redisplayed.

The default file name "BARDATA" will be displayed any time

the program is RUN or if the program has cycled and

"BARDATA" was the last file name used. Otherwise, the last

file name specified (even if it caused an error) will be
displayed. The default file name may be used by pressing

[RTN] with no input. The file name may be modified or
replaced by pressing the appropriate keys (the [CLR],
[SHIFT][DEL], [DEL], [I/R] and [BACK] keys are active at
this time) before pressing [RTN] to accept the input. No
input indicates that you want to quit the program. If the

input display is empty when you press [RTN], the display(s)
are cleared and the program ends.
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STEP (PLOT) 3:

Device specifier? ":" & 2 characters [RTN]

Since the file may exist on some external mass storage

device and not in memory, the program asks for the device

specifier of the mass storage device. If no device

specifier is input, the file is assumed to exist in

memory. Device specifiers are of the form ":ab" where "a"

is any alphabetical character and "b" is any alphanumeric

character. The prompt will accept any input of up to 3

characters.

Any invalid input (string too long, commas, semicolons or

quotation marks, first character not ":") will generate an

error and cause the prompt to be repeated. An invalid

device specifier will not be detected until the program

tries to access the device. At such a time, an error will

be generated and control will be passed to step (PLOT) 2.
There is an unavoidable hazard that exists if an invalid

device specifier is input or the file does not exist on the

specified device and does exist in memory. The program

will not detect the invalid device specifier or the

nonexistent external file until it has detected the

duplicate file name in memory. The catalog information of

the existing file will be displayed and the user will be

asked if the file is to be purged.

'filename' exists in memory,

purge (y/n)? n

An affirmative response will purge the memory file before

the program has verified the existence or nonexistence of

the external file. The user should therefore be relatively

certain that the file specifier inputs are accurate.

("filename" in the above example will be replaced by the

actual file name.) A response of "n" will cycle the program

to step (OLD) 2.

If the program has cycled and a device specifier has

previously been input, the last used device specifier will

be put into the display - even if it has caused an error.

This default may be modified or removed before pressing

[RTN] to accept the input.
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STEP (PLOT) 4:

Stacked or grouped plot (s/g)? g s or g [RTN]

STEP

Plot

The program is asking whether the plot is to be stacked or

grouped. Only "s" or "g" may be input. All other inputs

Will cause an error and the prompt will be repeated.

Note that the input data can always be used to generate a

grouped plot because all bar heights are checked on input

to ensure that they are within the range specified for the

y-axis. If the user has specified a y-axis range that is

large enough to accomodate stacking of the bars, the

stacked option may be chosen. If the stacked option is

chosen and stacking causes a range error, the plot will

continue but "(Range Error)" will be plotted in the upper
right-hand corner of the page and the offending bar will

be marked with a "." immediately above its x-axis label.

In such a case, the user may use the "edit" program to

alter the y-axis scale and replot the chart.

(PLOT) 5:

Speed (f/m/s) f, m or s [RTN]

The program is asking whether it should plot fast, medium

or slow. The selection is mostly user preference, but a

slow speed may be required to prevent pen skipping on

such things as slides for overhead projectors. Only "f",

"m" and "s" are allowed inputs. All other inputs will

generate an error and cause the prompt to be repeated.

The program continues from here to generate the plot.

When finished, execution will continue at step (PLOT) 2.
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Number

ERROR MESSAGES

Message Description

 

16

33

34

42

43

hy

51

57

62

63

& 58

Not enough memory.

Data type.

No data.

String too long.

Numeric input.

Too many inputs.

PRINT # to runfile.

I/0 error.

File not found.

Invalid filespec.

Not enough memory exists

in order to create or

expand the data file.

The information read from

the data file is not of

the correct type.

The program tried to read

from the data file at a

location in which no data

is stored.

The text the user has

input is longer than that

allowed by the prompt.

The user entered text in

response to a numeric

prompt.

Either too many numeric

inputs were specified or

commas or semicolons were

entered in a text string.

The plot file specified is

actually the current

program file.

An error occurred when

trying to access the HP-IL

interface.

The specified data file

was not found either in

memory or on the specified

mass storage device.

Reported only by the plot

program: the file name or

device specifier is not

legal.
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Message Description
 

Number

63 - 68

92 - 97

98

99

nn

File error.

Mass storage error.

Not a plot file.

Invalid parameter.

Unable to run.

An error occurred when

trying to access the data

file.

The mass storage device

has malfunctioned.

The data file specified is

not recognized as being a

plot file.

The value input is not in

the range required by the

prompt.

This is the default

message when an error

occurs that is not one of

those listed above. The

error number is reported

so that the associated

HP-75 error message can be

determined.
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Minimum byte requirement:

 

 

BEDIT = 5504

BPLOT = 8426

Variables:

the edit program

A$ 4] the user's response to yes/no/quit and

new/o0ld/quit questions.

B$[50] contains the currently accessed title

information.

C$[50] contains the lower legend text.

D$[3] the device specifier.

E$[20] the error message.

F$[8] the file name.

B the number of bars.

E an integer variable containing the current

error number.

H the hatch type.

I an integer variable used as an index in several

instances.

J bar counter.

K counter used to delete bars from the data

file if the current number is smaller than

the old number.

L an integer variable containing the number of

levels to be plotted.

N an integer variable used as a flag to indicate

whether or not the file is new. 1 = new, 0 = old.
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01

YO

Y1

Y2

an integer variable that contains the previous

number of bars.

an integer variable that contains the previous

number of levels.

an integer variable containing the pen

number.

the height of the current bar.

the minimum y scale value.

the maximum y scale value.

the y scale increment.

 

the plot program

 

A$[4]

B$[50]

C$[50]

D$[3]

E$[20]

F$[8]

B

E

E1

the user's response to yes/no/quit and

new/old/quit questions.

contains the currently accessed title

information.

contains the lower legend text.

the device specifier.

the error message.

the file name.

the number of bars.

an integer variable containing the current

error number.

the plot error flag - indicates whether

stacking has caused a range error.

the step distance in plotter units between

hatch marks - used in FNH$.
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F1

L1

L2

P1

R1

R2

YO)

YO

Y1

Y2

a real variable that contains the multiplication

factor used to convert the y-axis scale to

absolute plotter units.

cross hatching flag - used by FNH$.

integer variables used as indices in several

instances.

an integer variable containing the number of

levels to be plotted.

the x-axis location in absolute plotter units

of the lower left-hand corner of the bar.

the y-axis location in absolute plotter units

of the lower left-hand corner of the bar.

an integer variable containing the pen

number.

an integer variable containing the containing

the plotting offset in characters.

the x-axis location in absolute plotter units

of the upper right-hand corner of the bar.

the y-axis location in absolute plotter units

of the upper right-hand corner of the bar.

an integer variable containing the plotting

speed.

stacked plot flag.

a real variable containing the height of

current bar.

a real-valued, single dimensioned array

containing the stacked height of the bars.

a real variable containing the value of

y-min.

a real variable containing the value of

y-max.

a real variable containing the value of the
y-increment.
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Functions: (only the plot program contains user defined functions)

FNB$

FNH$

FNL$

FNM$

(L1,L2,R1,R2)

This function generates the plot of the bar perimeter. The

parameters are the lower left xy coordinates and the upper right

Xy coordinates.

(L1,L2,R1,R2,H)

This function generates the plot of the bar hatching. The

parameters are the lower left xy coordinates and the upper right

Xy coordinates and the hatch type (H=1 to 6).

(H,X,Y,P$,P,S$[50],R1,R2)

This function generates all of the labels used in the plot. The

parameter H specifies the relative size of the characters. X and Y

are the coordinates of the label in absolute plotter units. P$ is

either "C", "L", or "R" indicating whether the label is to be

centered, left justified or right justified with respect to the

coordinates. P is the offset in character heights of the label from

the coordinates. S$ is the text to be plotted. R1 and R2 are the

rise and run of the label (i.e., the angle between R1 and R2 is the

slope on which the label is plotted).

(X,Y)

This function moves the pen (in the up position) to the absolute

plotter coordinates specified by X and Y.

All of the above functions return the null string and are used

solely for their parameter passing properties.

 

Data files:

A plot data file is organized as follows:

Line 1 = contains the character "b" used to identify the file

as a bar plot file.

Line 2 = contains the main title text.
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Line 3 = contains the subtitle text.

Line 4 = contains the x-axis title text.

Line 5 = contains the y-axis title text.

Line 6 = contains the y-axis scale values.

Line 8 = contains the number of bars and levels to be
plotted.

Lines 9 through 8 + the number of levels = each line contains

the legend text, hatch type and pen number for the corresponding

bar.

Lines 51 through 50 + the number of bars = each line

contains x-axis label for the corresponding bar.

Lines 100 through (100 * the number of levels) + the number

of bars = the bar heights for the bars in each level are stored

between lines numbered Level * 100 and (Level + 1) ¥ 100.
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{

PoHar plot file creation rogram

E00 HP-TEC Graphics Solutions Book

' March 19853
|

HO DATA "Main title”, "Subtitle", "X axi

a title", "Y axis title!

TO DISF CHR$O27)%"ERBar Flot File Great

ion

BO WIDTH INF

QO DIM ASL4), BELEOT, CHI50T, DHEET, ESLL20

J, F%L8]

100 INTEGER BE, Tad BLM, O00 F

110 REAL YY. Y0,Y1, Ya

120 Fé="RARDATA" 1» De="Y

120

140

LEO!

File query

eplay %& set error trap

170 INFUT "New, old file, guit (n/o/q)

ToyeA

180 ON FOS UNOS" J UFRRCS (Aas, 1100 +1 GAT

0150, 190, 190, 2020

P=

200 TF

Eo N=0

210 ON ERROR GOSUER 1780 © GOTO 220

220 OIF NO THEN DISF "NMew"i ELSE DISBF "01

od":

20 INPUT " data file name? ",FHiF$

240 ON ERROR GOSUER 1780 © GOTO 250

DEO OTF OWNOT NW THER INFUT "Device specit

ier? UV, De: DE ELBE 280

EEO OTF De="" THEN 240

270 OIF FOSS, "so #HD THEN E=&62 © GOSUR

1800 & GOTO 250

280 E=0 1 ON ERROR E=ERRN

290 IF KW THEN CAT F4% ELSE CORY D$ TO F

+

E00 OIF ON AND NOT E THEN GOSUR 1670 YD

uplicate file

F210 IF NO THEN S60

IR20 IF E#64 AND E THEN GOSUR 1800 & G0

TO 120 ' I+ not duplicate file error.

ZEZO OIF E THEN GOSUR 16320 © GOTO L280

240 GOSUR 1710 'V Set error trap.

EO CAT Fé

AHO GOSUR 1710 Set error trap.

E70 ABSIGN # 1 TO F$,BASIC

E280 IF N THEN FRINT # 1 3 "hb?

0

390 READ # 1 3 A%

LIFRCS (AS01131 ="KN" THEM N=1 ELD

GOTO 4  

Data for title input prompts -

see steps 440 to 580
Clear DISPLAY IS device and display

program identifier

Eliminate default linefeeds

Allocate strings

Allocate integer variables

Allocate string variables

Default file name and device

specifier

Establish "new file" flag condition

On error display error message,

repeat prompt

Display error, repeat prompt

Prompt for device specifier only if

file exists

If no input or new file, skip

If bad device spec., display message

and repeat prompt

Initialize error flag

Find file

New file and no error on CAT means

duplicate file

If "new" then skip "old" errors

If error not duplicate file, display

message and repeat prompt

Error is duplicate file - ask purge

File must be in main memory now

Open file

Store plot file identifier in first

record of new file

Read first record of old file
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400 IF AED” THEM E=98 © GOSUR 1800 ®

GOTO 150

410

4:20 1 Titles

430!

440 IF N THEN 490

450 ON ERROR GOSUR 1780 @ GOTO 460

460 GOSUR 19270 ! Clear display

470 INFUT "Edit titles & scale

TNy'n" iA

480 ON FOS ("VYNQY ,UFRC$ (ACI, 11) +1

(v/n/q)d

HOT

490 GOSUR 1970 & RESTORE &O

splay, restore prompt data.

S00 FOR I=2 TQ 5

210 GOSUR 1710 ' Set error trap

920 IF NOT N THEN READ # 1,1 3
B$= ton

0a0 READ C#%

=40 ON ERROR GAOSLIE 1780 © GOTO S550

250 DISK C$; @ INFUT "zs ",BH:R$

960 GOSLUR 1710 ' Het error trap.

270 PRINT # 1,1 3 B$

280 NEXT I

S990!

Clear di

Bé ELSE

600 'V Scaling

610!

620 IF NOT N THEN READ # 1,6 3 YO.Y1.,Y

2 ELBE YO,Y1,Y2=0

630 ON ERROR GOSUR 1780 ® GOTO 640

640 INFUT "Y min,max.inc.: ",5TR$ (YO)

"LTRSTRS (YI), "RBTRE (YZ) 3 YO, V1, YE

650 IF SGNIYR) HOSEN (Y1-YO) THEM E=9%9 ®@

GOSUR 1800 @® GOTO &40

660 IF ARS (YR) *ARS(Y1-YO) (OR YO=Y1 (OR

NOT Y2 THEN E=99 & GOSUR 1800 © GOTO 6

40

670 GOSUR 1710

680 PRINT # 1,6 3

Set error trap.

YO,Y1l,Y2

690 1!

700 ' # of bars %&% levels

710

720 GOSUR 1970 !' Clear display.

20 IF NOT N THEN READ # 1,8 ;

E R,L=1

740 O=gR @ 0O1=L

750 ON ERROR GOSUR 1780 @ GOTO 720

760 INFUT "Number of bars, levels:

TR (RB) &", "LSTR$(L) : B, L.

770 IF L<1 OR L>14 OR B<1 THEN E=99 ©

GOSUR 1800 @ GOTO 720

780 GOSUR 1710 ! Set error trap
790 PRINT # 1,8 3 B.L

B,L ELS

"8  

First element of existing file must
be "bp "

If "new", skip edit option

On error, repeat prompt

Record 2 through 5 of data file

Read the string if is exists

Read the input prompt

On error, repeat prompt

Store in the data file

Read the scale if it exists

On error, repeat prompt

If increment not in direction

of scale

If increment too large, y max =

y min or increment = 0, then error

Store scale values in file

Read number of bars and levels if

they exist

On error, repeat prompt

Values out of range, generate error

Store in file
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   PROGRAM LISTING
 

  
 

800 |!

810 ! Clear old legends

820 !

830 GAOSUR 2000 ! Set error trap.

840 FOR I=L+1 TO 01

850 PRINT # 1,I+8 ! Clear old legends

860 NEXT I

870 IF 0XR THEN kE=0 ELSE kK=R

880 FOR I=L+1 TO O01 ® FOR J=1 TO kK & F

RINT # 1,100%xI+J & NEXT J & NEXT I

8920 IF 01x. THEN k=01 ELSE k=L

00 FOR I=R+1 TO OO ® FOR J=1 TO KE ® PR

INT # 1,100%xJ+1 &@ NEXT J ® NEXT I

210 1!

220 ! lL.egends, hatch type. pen

PIO |!

P40 IF L.>*01 OR N THEN 990

P50 ON ERRDR GOSUR 1780 @ GOTO 96460

960 GOSUR 1970 !' Clear display.

70 INFUT "Edit legends (y/n/g)? ","n"

HEAL

280 ON POS ("YNQR",UFRC$(A$C1,11))+1 GOT

0 P60,990,11720,2020

290 FOR I=1 TO L.

1000 GOSUR 1970 @ GOSUR 1710 !' Clear d

isplay, set error trap.

1010 IF NOT N AND I<=01 THEN READ # 1,

I+8 ; B$,Ce,H,F ELSE B%,C%="" & H=MOD (

I-1,6)+1 B® P=1

1020 ON ERROR GOSUR 1780 © GOTO 1030

1020 DISF "Upper legend #"%STR$(I); @

INFUT ": ",B$;B%

1040 ON ERROR GOSUR 1780 ® GOTO 1050

1050 DISF "lower legend #"%8TR$(I); @

INPUT "3: ",C%3C%

1060 ON ERROR GOSUE 1780 @ GOTO 1070

1070 DISP "Hatch type % pen #"4%STR$(I)

3 © INPUT ": ",STR$(H)&","&STR$(F) 1 H,P

1080 IF H<1 OR H>*6 OR P<1 OR P>2 THEN

E=99 # GOSUR 1800 ® GOTO 1070

1090 PRINT # 1,1I+8 ; B$,C$,H,P

1100 NEXT I

1110 !

1120 ! X-axis labels

1170 !

1140 IF B>0 OR N THEN 1210

1150 GOSUB 1970 ! Clear display

1160 FOR I=B+1 TO O @ PRINT # 1,50+1 @

NEXT 1

1170 ON ERROR GOSUB 1780 @ GOTO 1180

1180 GOSUB 1970 ! Clear Display

1190 INPUT "Edit x-axis labels (y/n/q)
2? ", "Nn" AS  

From new number of levels to old

Delete record

K = Max (0,B)

Delete excess bars

Delete excess levels

New or additional level, skip edit

On error, repeat prompt

For each level

Read legend titles, match type and

pen color if they exist

On error, repeat prompt

On error, repeat prompt

On error, repeat prompt

If inputs out of range, error

Store in data file

If new or additional bars, skip edit

Delete extra bars

un error, repeat prompt
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   PROGRAM LISTING
 

  
 

 

1200 ON FOS (UYNA", UFRCE(A%L1, 11) +1 GO

TO 1180, 1210, 1310, 2020

1210 GOSUR 1970 ' Clear Display

1220 GOSUR 1710

12730 FOR I=1 TO R

1240 IF NOT N AND I<=0 THEN READ # 1,5

O+1 3 R$ ELSE Re=""

1250 ON ERROR GOSUER 1780 © GOTO 1260

1260 DISF "X label "%8TR$(I);

1270 INFUT "2 ", R$; R$

1280 GOSUR 1710

1290 PRINT # 1,50+1 3 RB%

1300 NEXT I

1310

1320! Rar data

1330 1!

1340 IF L>01 OR N OR RD THEN 1390

1350 ON ERROR GOSUR 1780 @ GOTO 1360

1360 GOSUR 1970 ! Clear Display

1370 INFUT "Edit bar data (y/n/q)? ","

n":A$

12380 ON FOS ("YNR",UFRC${(A%L1, 110) +1 GO

TO 1360, 1390,1580, 2020

1390 6GOSUR 1970 & GAOSUR 1710 !' Clear d

isplay ¥ set error trap

1400 READ # 1,6 3 YO,Y1,Y2

1410 FOR I=1 TO L

1420 IF Ix01 OR L=1 OR N OR RB>0 THEN 1

470

1470 ON ERROR GOSUER 1780 ® GOTO 1440

1440 GOSUR 1970 ! Clear display

1450 DISF "Edit level "L5TR$(I)%" (y/n

/q) "i; © INPUT "72 ","n"3;:A%

1460 ON POS("YNQ",UFRC$(A%L1,11))+1 GO

TO 1440,1470,1570, 2020

1470 GOSUR 1970 © GOSUR 1710 ' Clear d

isplay & set error trap

1480 FOR J=1 TO R

1490 IF I<=01 AND NOT N AND J<=0 THEN

READ # 1,100XxI+J ; Y ELSE Y=0

1500 ON ERROR GOSUR 1780 ® GOTO 1510

1510 DISF "Level "&STR$(IH&", bar "4&5T

R$(J); @® INPUT "7? ",8TR$(Y);:VY

1520 IF YO:Y1 THEN 1540

1530 IF Y<YO OR Y>Y1 THEN E=99 & GOSUR

1800 @ GOTO 1500 ELSE 1550

1540 IF Y:YO OR Y<Y1 THEN E=99 & GOSUR

1800 @ GOTO 1500

1550 GOSUR 1720 @ PRINT # 1,100%I+J ;

Y

1560 NEXT J

1570 NEXT I
1580 !  

Set error trap

For each bar

Read label if it exists

On error, repeat prompt

Set fatal error trap

Store label in file

If new facts or bars, skip edit

On error, repeat prompt

Get scale values

For each level

If new level, skip edit

On error, repeat prompt

For each prompt

Get bar height, if it exists

On error, repeat prompt

If scale from high to low

Is height out of range?

If scale from low to high -

is height out of range?
Store height

Next bar

Next level
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   PROGRAM LISTING
 

   
 

1590 AGHBIGN # 1 TD Xx

1400 GOTH 150 ' Back to the beginning.

1610

1620 1 Purge duplicate file

1630!

1640 IF HOT NM THEN CAT F$

1650 ON ERROR GOSBUR 1770 @ GOTO 1660

1640 DISH "*"LF$L"" exists In Memory,

DISSE " purge (v/n) "yy @ INPUT "75900

n's A$

1670 ON POS(UNY" UPR(ABEL, 11 +1 GOT

0 14660, 1700, 160

1480 FURGE F4$

16920 RETURN

1700 FOF ® GOTO 130! Escape the subro

utine.,

1710!

F720 VY Set error trap

1730 1

1740 ON ERROR GOSUR 1780 & GOTO 150

1750 RETURN

17460

1770 V error detection

1780 !

1790 E=ERRN

1800!

1810 Ef="lnable to run"

1820 IF E=14& THEN E$="Not enough memor
ve

1830 IF E=323 THEN E$="Data tvpe."

1840 IF E=24 THEN E$="No data.”

1950 IF E=42 THEN E$="S3tring too long.

1840 IF E=47 THEN E#="Numeric input."

1870 IF E=44 THEN E$="Too many inputs.

1880 IF E=51 THEN E$="FRINT # to runtfi

les
1890 IF E=57 OR E=58 THEN E$="1/0 erro
rr."

1900 IF E=62 THEN E$="File not found.”

1910 IF Ex>&62 AND E69 THEN E$="File er

ror.
1920 IF E>»21 AND E«<98 THEN E$="Mass st

orage error.”

1930 IF E=98 THEN E$="Not a plot file.

1940 IF E=99 THEN E$="Invalid paramete
rr."

1950 REEF 1000 @ DISF "Error "L5TR® (E)

a0, "RES ® WAIT 2

1960 RETURN

1270  

Close file

On error, repeat prompt

Report error, restart at beginning

of program

Save error number

Default error message



  

 
  

 

 PROGRAM LISTING   
 

1280 ! Clear display

1990 |!

2000 DISH CHR$ (27) LLY LCHRS (0) QUHRS$ (2)

LOHRS (27) 830;
2010 RETURN
2020 1

2050 UV End program

2040 1

R050 DISF CHR$ (27) LUE" LOHRS (27)HY; Clear display, home cursor
2060 ASSIGN #

2070 END

1 TO % Close data file
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 PROGRAM LISTING    
 

wb

is
400

410

420
0

440

450

460

470

480

490

i

' Rar plot program

' HP-75 Graphics Solutions Book

' Series 70 Users” Library

' March 19873
i

DISF CHR$(27)%"ERar Flot" !' Frogram identifier
|

OFTION BASE |

DIM ALE]. B$L501,CHL50T, DLE] ESLZ20T, F608]

INTEGER B,E,El,F,.G,H1, I. J. EL, LL, L2, FP, FI. R1,R2,5,T

REAL. F1,Y.YO,Y1,Y2,Y (50)

Fe="RBARDATA" ! Default file name

D&="" ' Detault device specifier
i

' Function to generate labels
i

DEF FML$(H, X,Y, F$, FP, 5%[501, KR], R2)

Fl=-LLEN(S%) ! Left justified

IF FP$="R" THEN Fl=-F1 ! Rignt justified

IF P$="C" THEN Fl=RF1/2 ! Centered

FRINT USING “E" 3 "PUsSR"3HX.24;","3;H/2:"2" ! Relative character siz

FRINT USING “kE" 3 "DI"3jRIlz3"."sRZ:":3" !' Absolute direction

FRINT FNM (X,Y) !' Move

FRINT USING "EE" 3 "CFP"3;Pl3","3sF3"s" ' Move characters relative to x,

FRINT "LB"&S5%%2CHR$ (ZO %"FLI;" ' Flot label

FNL#$="" ! Dummy value

END DEF
{

' Function to hatch bars
i

DEF FNH$ (LL1,L2,R1,R2,H)

ON H GOTO 460,340,350, 360,370,380 !' Select hatch type

F=200 ® G=0 ® 30T0 390 !' H=2: wide, single hatch

F=100 ® G=0 @ GOTO Z20 ! H=3: narrow, single hatch

F=200 ®& G=1 ® GOTO 2920 !' H=4: wide, cross—hatch

F=100 ® G=1 1 GOTO 320 ! H=5: narrow, cross—hatch

F=20 ® G=0 ! H=&6: fill

PRINT USING "EE" 3 "IW"zl.is",":;L2:"."sR13","3R2:;":" ! Flotting window

bar perimeter
1

FOR kE=L2-(R1-L1) TO RZ STEP F ! Hatching loop

FRINT USING "KE" 3 "PU"3;L1:"."sE3";PD";R1:;","skK+R1-L.13"s"

IF G THEN FRINT USING "EK" 3 "PU";R13","sE3"sPD"sLiz",.,"skK+R1-L13"g"

NEXT kK
i

FRINT "PUsIWz" !' Litt pen, restore plotting window

FNH%="" ' Dummy value

END DEF
|
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   PROGRAM LISTING  
 

 

E00)
510
E20)
530
54.0)
S50
S60
570
580

590)
600
610
L320
L670
HAO
LHEO

béH0
670
680
690
700
710
720
730
740
750
760
770
780
790
8OO

810
820
870
840
850
860
870
880
890
Q0OQ

910
920
930
940
950
P60
970
980
990

Vo Move function
i

DEF FNM%$ (X,Y) i MPU LSTRS (X) 8, "RETRS (Y) 8g"

' Function to generate bar
i

DEF FNR${L.1,L2,R1,R2)

FRINT FNM$(L1,L.2) ! Move to lower left corner

FRINT USING "KE" 3 "FD"sliz","sR2;","sR1iz","sR2:","sR1s","sLas" "sl. 13

sL23"sPFUsY YD Draw

FNER$="" 1 Dummy value

END DEF
|

' File query
i

FWIDTH INF !' Eliminate default line feeds to plotter

WIDTH INF ' Eliminate default line feeds to display

GOSUR 2230 ' Clear display

GOSUR 2180 ! Set error trap

INFLT "Data file name? ",F$3F%$

IF Fé="" THEN 2280 !' Quit on no input

INFUT "Device specifier? ",D$:D%

IF D&#"" AND FOS(D%,":'") #1 THEN E=63 ®@ GOSUR 2060 © GOTO 720
i

E=0 ! Initialize error variable

ON ERROR E=ERRN

IF D$="" THEN CAT F% ELSE COFY D$ TO F$¢ ! Try to find the file

IF D$="" AND E THEN GOSUR 2060 ® GOTO &40 ! File not found in memory

IF D&="" OR NOT E THEN 200 ! No problems
i

IF E#64 THEN GOSUR 2060 ® GOTO 640 ! If not duplicate file

CAT F$ ! Does file exist?

ON ERROR GOSUR 2040 ® GOTO 840

DISPF "*"%F4$%"" exists in memory,"

INPUT " purge (y/n)? ","n"31A%

ON FOS("NY" ,UFRC% (A%L1,11)) +1 GOTO 840,640,870

FURGE F%

GOTO 750 !' Retry copy
i

GOSUR 2180 !' Set error trap

ASSIGN # 1 TO F$,BASIC

READ # 1 ; A$ ! First record in file

IF AS$#"b" THEN E=98 @ GOSUR 2060 @ GOTO 4640 ! Not a bar plot file
i

! Stacked or grouped plot?
|

ON ERROR GOSUR 2040 ® GOTO 980

GOSUR 2230 !' Clear display

INPUT "Stacked or grouped plot (s/9)7 ","g":iA$

1000 ON POS("SG",UPRC$(A$C1,11))+1 GOTO 970,1010,1030
1010 T=1 ! Stacked plot
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 PROGRAM LISTING     
 

1020

1OE0

1040

1050

1OLD
1O70

1080

1090

1100

1110

1120

11°50

1140

GOTO 1040

T=0 !' Grouped plot
|

' Plotter speed
i

ON ERROR GOSUR 2040 » GOTO 1080

GOBUR 2270 ' Clear display

INFUT "Flot speed (+/m/s)7% ","s"31A%

IF NOT POS("FMSY,UFRC$(A$C1,11)) THEN E=9% & GOSUR 2060 @ GOTO 240

ITF UFPRC$® (ACL, 11D) ="F" THEN S=3I8 & GOTO 1140 !' Flot fast

IF UFRCS (ACL, 11D) ="M" THEN S=1%5 ELBE H=3 ! Flot medium, else slow
i

FRINT "INLFA,VE"RSTRE(S5IL"SFIs" VV Initialize plotter, absolute unit

s, select speed % pen

1150

1160

1170

1180

1190

1200

1210

1220

1230

1240

1250

1260

1270

1280

1290

S

1200

127210

13220

1230

1240

13250

1Z60

1270

1280

1Z90

1400

1410

1420

14720

1440

1450

1460

1470

1480

1490

1500

1510

1520

i

' Flot titles, frame graph
1

GOSUR 2180 !' Set error trap.

READ # 1 3; B4% ! read main title

FRINT FNL${4.7,5600,7479,"C",~.5,B%,1,0) ! Flot main title

READ # 1 3 EB% ! Read subtitle

FRINT FNL$(X.7,5600,7207,"C",-.53,B%,1,0) ! Flot subtitle

PRINT FNE# (1300,750,99200,6150) !' Frame plot

GOsSUR 2180 !' Set error trap

READ # 1 3 B% ! Read «x axis title

FRINT FNL$ (3, 5600,279,"C",~. 5, B$,1,0) ! Flot 2» aris title

READ # 1 3; EB%$ ! Read vy axis title

FRINT FNL.%(Z,250,3450,"C",~.5,B8%,0,1) ! Flot v aris title

READ # 1 3 YO,Y1,Y2,B,L. ' Read v min, y max, v inc, # bars, # level

i

' Plot X—-labels
i

GOSUR 2180 !' Set error trap
|

FOR I=1 TO BR ! For each bar

READ # 1,50+1 3; B% ! Read bar label

PRINT FNL.$ (3, 1300+8600\ (B+1)XxI,750,"C",~1,RB%$,1,0) ! Flot bar label

NEXT I
1

' Plot Y-tics % tic labels
|

GOSUR 2180 !' Set error trap

F1=5400/ABRS(Y1-Y(O) ' Y scale factor

J=0 ! Tic number
|

FOR I=750 TO 6150 STEP ABS(Y2%F1) ! Move along y axis

PRINT FNM$(13Z00,1I) ! Move to tic location

PRINT "¥YT;" !' Place tic mark

PRINT FNL$(3,1200,I,"L.",-.25,STR$(YO+Y2%xJ),1,0) ! Label tic

J=J+1 !' Next tic

NEXT 1



 

 

 

 

 PROGRAM LISTING      

1540

1550

1560

LEHTO0

1580

1590

1&00

16510

14520

1&HE0

1640

Pen

1650

1660

1670

1680

1690
1700

1710

1720

1730

1740

1750

1760

t

1770

1780

ht x

1790

1800

1810

1820

1830

1840

1850

1860

1870

1880

1890

' Flot legends % bars
{

E1=0 !' Initialize bar height error +1ag

ITF NOT T THEM 1&620 ' Grouped plot
i

FOR J=1 TO I ! Clear accumulator for each bar

Y (J) =0

NEXT J
1

FOR I=1 TO IL. ' For each level

GOSUR 2180 ' Set error trap

READ # 1,1+8 3 Be, CH, HLF !' Upper legend. lower legend, hatch type,

#

F1=1300+1X{(8600N{L+1)) !' X location of legend

FRINT "SF13LT:" !' Select pen 1, solid line

FRINT FNL$(2.6,F1,6800,"C",0,B%,1,0) !' Flot upper legend label

FRINT FNL$(2.6,F1,6800,"C",~-1,C%,1,0) !' Flot lower legend label

FRINT USING "EE" 3 "SF"iF3":" ! Select pen

FRIMT FNR$ (F1-300, 6200,F1+300,6550) ' Plot legend bar

FRINT FNH$ (F1-300, 4200,F1+300,6550,H1) ' Hatch legend bar
i

FOR J=1 TO R

READ # 1,100%I+J 3 ¥ ! Read bar height

IF T THEN 1810 !' Stacked plot

La=INT (CLA+A1) XK (2K T= 1) +2%T-1) kBLHO0/ (2% (L+1) X(R+1)) +1700) !' Lower let

coordinate

L2=750 ! Lower left v coordinate

RI=INT (CLAD) XK (2KT-1) +2%I+1) kBLOO/ (2X (LADY X (BR+1)) +1300) ! Upper rig

coordinate

R2=INT(7S50+YXS400/ABS(Y1-Y0)) !' Upper right y coordinate

GOTO 1220

L1=INT ((4%J~-1)X2150/ (B+1)+1300) ! Lower left x coordinate

Ri=INT((4%J+1) X2150/ (B+1) +1200) ! Upper right x coordinate

L2=INT (750+Y (J) XS5400/ARS(Y1-YO)) ! Lower left v coordinate

YI =Y{(I)+Y ! Accumulate stacked bar height

R2=INT(7S50+Y (J) ¥S400/ARS(Y1-YD)) ! Upper right y coordinate

IF R2<=6150 THEN 1920 ! If stacked height is not out of range

IF 1.236150 THEN L2=6150 ! If the base of the bar » max heigt

PRINT FNL$ (2, 1300+8600\ (R+1)%J,750,"C",~.4,".", 1,0) ! Identify the

out of range bar
1900 IF NOT El THEN PRINT FNL$(2,10250,7479,"L",~1," (Range Error)",1,0)

' Flot error message

1910

1220

1930

1940

1950

1960

1970

1980

1990

2000

El=1 !' Flag error so message is not replotted

FRINT FNB$ (L.1,L2,R1,R2) ! Plot bar

PRINT FNH#$(L.1,L2,R1,R2,H1) ! Hatch bar

NEXT J !' Next bar

NEXT I ' Next level

' Put pen away ¥ recycle program
i

FRINT "PUO,038F3" ! Move to 0,0 % replace pen
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2010
2020

ROTO
2040
2OS0
2060
O70
2OBO
200
2100

2110
2120
21F0
2140
FEO
a l&EO

2170
2180
F190
2200

 

2240
(Cy
Bab

aa70

ae

S20

2E00

2510
RE20[ANE

REREROBee “eset ued

GOT
{

CE
!
E=E

Ee
IF
IF
F
IF
IF
=
REE
DIS
WAT
RET

i

Cg
i

RET

!

HI

!

DIS

RET

!

' E

!

DIS

ABS

END

0 610

rror detection

RRN

"Unable to run.

E=33% THEN E#$="Data type."

E=24 THEN E$="No data."

E=42 THEN E$="8tring too long."

E=44 THEN E$="Too many inputs."

E=62 THEN E$="File not found."

E=63 THEN E#$="Invalid filespec.”

Fr 1000

FF "Error "95TR$ (EY S", "LES

T 2

LRN

et error trap

LIRN

lear display

F CHR$ (27) &" 4" LCHRS (0) LOHRS (2) LOHRS (27) %"J" ;

URN

nd program

F CHR$ (27) &"E"ROCHRS (27) "HY;

IGN # 1 TO X%

 

   



 
 

 

   PROGRAM DESCRIPTION   
 

PIE CHART

What the Programs are Designed To Do:

The PIE CHART plotting package consists (as does each package in

this Solutions Book) of two programs: a file creation/editing

program and a plotting program. The editing program prompts the user

for inputs by which data files that contain the information necessary

to create plots using the HP TU4TOA plotter are created. The plot

program translates these data files into the appropriate HP-GL#*

commands to create plots with the plotter. The programs are recorded

on the included magnetic cards under the file names "PEDIT" and
"PPLOT" respectively.

The package allows the user to plot single-page, single pie charts.

(The package should work with either the HP-IL option of the HP TUTOA

plotter or with other interface options if the appropriate interconnect

device is used.) The plot may be labeled with a main title and subtitle.

The user may select between six hatch types for use in plotting the

sections.

The programs interface with mass storage and display devices. Printers

are not supported by the programs because of the nature of the plotter

interface. The plotter must be addressed as the PRINTER IS device and

therefore no other printer device may be accessed while running the

programs. If a mass storage device is used, it is assumed to have the

device specifier ":CA".

# Hewlett-Packard Graphics Language - see your HP TUT0A Interfacing and

Programming Manual.
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SAMPLE PROBLEM      

 

The following example assumes that the user has loaded the edit and the

plot programs into memory under the file names "PEDIT" and "PPLOT"

respectively. The example also assumes that the file "PDATA" does not

exist in memory, that the HP T4T70A is on the HP-IL interface, that it

has been assigned a device specifier and has been specified as the

printer device (via the PRINTER IS command).

 

DISPLAY KEYSTROKES
 

run "pedit" [RTN]

The initial prompts are straight-forward. We would like to

create a new plot file and will use the default data file

name "PDATA",.

Create a NEW Plot File Y/N? y [RTN]
Data File Name: PDATA [RTN]

Since the file is new, it is empty. We must supply values

for the plot's titles, number of slices and characteristics

for each slice. The titles used in this example are

superfluous in this case.

Main title: Main Title [RTN]

Subtitle: Subtitle [RTN]

Slice units are the units with which the slices are

labeled. The value of each slice is expressed in these

units and the fraction of the pie taken up by the slice is

determined by the program. If the units chosen are

percentage, the program keeps track of the total and

generates an error if the final size of the pie is greater

than 100%.

Slice units: % [RTN]

Number of Slices: 6 [RTN]

The labels used here are arbitrary. Six slices are chosen

to demonstrate the six different hatchtypes. Each slice

is approximately one sixth of the pie. We will explode
alternate slices.

Slice 1 Label: Slice #1 - [RTN]

Slice 1 Value: $% 17 [RTN]

Slice 1 Hatchtype: 1 [RTN]
Explode slice 1 Y/N? n [RTN]

 



 

 

   SAMPLE PROBLEM
 

   
 

 

DISPLAY KEYSTROKES

Slice 2 Label: Slice #2 - [RTN]

Slice 2 Value: $% 17 [RTN]

Slice 2 Hatchtype: 2 [RTN]
Explode slice 2 Y/N? y [RTN]

Slice 3 Label: Slice #3 = [RTN]

Slice 3 Value: % 17 [RTN]

Slice 3 Hatchtype: 3 [RTN]
Explode slice 3 Y/N? n [RTN]

Slice 4 Label: Slice #4 - [RTN]

Slice 4 Value: ¢% 16 [RTN]
Slice 4 Hatchtype: 4 [RTN]

Explode slice 4 Y/N? y [RTN]

Slice 5 Label: Slice #7 - [RTN]

Slice 5 Value: % 16 [RTN]
Slice 5 Hatchtype: 1 [RTN]
Explode slice 5 Y/N? n [RTN]

Slice 6 Label: Slice #6 - [RTN]
Slice 6 Value: ¢% 17 [RTN]

Slice 6 Hatchtype: 6 [RTN]
Explode slice 6 Y/N? y [RTN]

We have made an error in slice 5 and wish to correct it.

Edit File Y/N?
Edit TitlesY/N?
Edit Slices Y/N?

Slice units: %

Add,Move,Change,Delete,eXit:

Slice# to change:

Slice 5 Label: Slice #7 -

Slice 5 Value: 16 %
Slice 5 Hatchtype: 1

Explode slice 5 Y/N?

Add,Move,Change,Delete,eXit:

Plot Y/N?
PPLOT B 5770 11:22 05/12/83

y [RTN]
n [RTN]

y [RTN]

[RTN]

c¢ [RTN]
5 [RTN]

Slice #5 = [RTN]

[RTN]
5 [RTN]

n [RTN]

x [RTN]

y [RTN]
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 SAMPLE PROBLEM     
 

DISPLAY KEYSTROKES

 

Having created a data file, we choose to plot the information.

The default file name is that of our file (since we chose the

default in the edit program) and it still exists in memory.

We are given a choice of plotting speeds: fast, medium and slow.

We choose fast.

Data Filename: PDATA [RTN]
PDATA B 217 tt:tt dd/dd/dd

Plot Rate (F,M,S): f [RTN]

The program procedes to generate the plot.
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 USER INSTRUCTIONS       

 

CREATING A NEW FILE

 

 

DISPLAY KEYSTROKES

STEP (NEW) 1:

run "pedit" [RTN]

STEP (NEW) 2:

Create a NEW Plot File Y/N? y [RTN]

This prompt requests the type of file to be manipulated by

the program. The program is capable of creating a new plot

file or of modifying an existing plot file.

The response character may be entered in either upper or

lower case. Any invalid input (string too long, commas or

semicolons) will generate an error and cause the prompt to

be repeated. Select "y" to create a new file ("y" is the

default, so just press [RTN]).

STEP (NEW) 3:

Data File Name: PDATA 13 character string [RTN]

This prompt requests the name of the data file to be created.

Any string of up to 13 characters, upper or lower case, will

be accepted. Strings longer than 13 characters or containing

commas, semicolons or quotation marks will generate an error

message and cause the prompt to be repeated. An invalid file

file specifier will not be detected until the program tries to

access the file. At that time an error will be generated and

the prompt will be redisplayed.

The default file name may be used by pressing [RTN] with no

input. The file name may be modified or replaced by pressing

appropriate keys (the [CLR], [SHIFT][DEL], [DEL], [I/R] and
[BACK] keys are active at this time) before pressing [RTN] to
accept the input.

STEP (NEW) 4:

Main title: 50 character string [RTN]

The program is asking for the main title of the plot. This

title may be any string of text, excluding commas, semicolons

and quotation marks, of up to 50 characters. Erroneous inputs
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   USER INSTRUCTIONS  
 

 

DISPLAY KEYSTROKES
 

(containing commas, semicolons or quotation marks) will

generate an error and cause the prompt to be repeated.

The title will be plotted along the top of the graph.

Pressing [RTN] with no input is acceptable and will cause
no title to be plotted.

STEP (NEW) 5:

Subtitle: 50 character string [RTN]

The program is asking for the subtitle of the plot. This

may be any string of text, excluding commas, semicolons and

quotation marks, of up to 50 characters. Erroneous inputs

(containing commas, semicolons or quotation marks) will

generate an error and cause the prompt to be repeated. The

subtitle will be plotted immediately below the main title

(or immediately below the place the main title would be).

Pressing [RTN] with no input is acceptable and will cause

no subtitle to be plotted.

STEP (NEW) 6:

Slice units: % 3 character string [RTN]

The program is asking for the value units that each slice

represents. This symbol will be plotted, along with the

slice's value, after its label. The default is percent

(%). Any three-character string may be used excluding
those containing commas, semicolons and quotation marks.

Invalid strings will cause an error and the prompt will be

repeated. The slice unit string may be omitted.

If the chosen string units are percentage, the program will

test the accumulated total for all of the slices and generate

an error if it is greater than 100.

STEP (NEW) 7:

Number of Slices: integer [RTN]

The program is asking for the number of slices to be plotted.

Valid input for the number of slices is an integer between 1

10. All other inputs will generate an error and cause the

prompt to be repeated.
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DISPLAY KEYSTROKES
 

STEP (NEW) 8:

Slice 1 Label: 17 character string [RTN]

The program is asking for the descriptive label for slice 1.

This may be any string of text, excluding commas, semicolons

and quotation marks, of up to 17 characters. Erroneous

inputs (containing commas, semicolons or quotation marks)
will generate an error and cause the prompt to be repeated.

Pressing [RTN] with no input is acceptable and will cause no

descriptive label to be plotted.

STEP (NEW) 9:

Slice 1 Value: % integer [RTN]

The program is asking for the size of the slice in the

appropriate units (the example assumes "%"). Input must be
an integer between 1 and 99 (if units are percentage) or

between 1 and 9999. Real numbers may be input but are
rounded to integers for use. All other inputs will cause

the prompt to be repeated.

STEP (NEW) 10:

Slice 1 Hatchtype: integer [RTN]

The program is asking for the hatch type of the slice. Valid

hatch type values are integers between 1 and 6. All other

inputs will generate an error and cause the prompt to be

repeated. A list of the hatch types can be found on page 93.

STEP (NEW) 11:

Explode slice 1 Y/N? y or n [RTN]

The program is asking whether the slice is to be "pulled"

away from the other slices in the plot. The program requires

a single character response. Inputs of more than one char-

acter will cause an error and the prompt will be repeated.

Any single-character input, other than "n" or "N" will be

interpreted as "yes".
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DISPLAY KEYSTROKES
 

STEP

Edit

STEP

Plot

STEPS (NEW) 8 through 11 will be repeated for each slice as
specified in STEP (NEW) 7.

(NEW) 12:

File Y/N? y or n [RTN]

The newly created file may now be edited. The program

requires a single character response. Inputs of more than

one character will cause an error and the prompt will be

repeated. Any single-character input, other than "n" or

"N" will be interpreted as "yes".

See User Instructions for "Editing an Existing File"

beginning with step (OLD) 4 to edit the file.

A negative response will cause the program to continue at

step (NEW) 13.

(NEW) 13:

Y/N? y or n [RTN]

The program is asking whether the file should be plotted or

not. The program requires a single character response.

Inputs of more than one character will cause an error and

the prompt will be repeated. Any single-character input,

other than "n" or "N" will be interpreted as "yes". The

use of this option requires either that the plot program be

in file "PPLOT" in main memory or that it be in file

"PPLOT" on device ":CA".

See User Instructions for "Plotting" beginning at step

(PLOT) 2 to plot the file.

A negative response will cause the program terminate.
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EDITING AN EXISTING FILE

 

 

DISPLAY KEYSTROKES

STEP (OLD) 1:

run "pedit" [RTN]

STEP (OLD) 2:

Create a NEW Plot File Y/N? n [RTN]

STEP

Name

This prompt requests the type of file to be manipulated by

the program. The program is capable of creating a new plot

file or of modifying an existing plot file.

The response character may be entered in either upper or

lower case. Any invalid input (string too long, commas or

semicolons) will generate an error and cause the prompt to

be repeated. Select "n" to edit an existing file.

(OLD) 3:

of File to Edit: PDATA 13 character string [RTN]

This prompt requests the name of the data file to be edited.

Any string of up to 13 characters, upper or lower case, Will

be accepted. Strings longer than 13 characters or containing

commas, semicolons or quotation marks will generate an error

message and cause the prompt to be repeated. An invalid file

specifier will not be detected until the program tries to ac-

cess the file. At that time an error will be generated and the

prompt will be redisplayed. If the specified file is not found

in memory, device ":CA" is searched. If the file is not found

on device ":CA", an error occurs and the prompt is repeated.

The default file name may be used by pressing [RTN] with no

input. The file name may be modified or replaced by pressing

the appropriate keys (the [CLR], [SHIFT][DEL], [DEL], [I/R] and
[BACK] keys are active at this time) before pressing [RTN] to
accept the input.
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DISPLAY KEYSTROKES

STEP (OLD) U4:

Edit Titles Y/N? y or n [RIN]

STEP

Main

STEP

Since the user may not desire to alter the values of the titles,

the program gives you the choice of skipping them. The response

string may be entered in either upper or lower case. Any invalid

input (string too long, commas or semicolons) will generate an

error and cause the prompt to be repeated. Single character

responses other than "n" or "N" will be interpreted as yes.

A response of "y" will cause the program to continue at step

(OLD) 5 while that of "n" will continue at step (OLD) 7.

(OLD) 5:

title: old title 50 character string [RTN]

The program is asking for the main title of the plot. This

title may be any string of text, excluding commas, semicolons

and quotation marks, of up to 50 characters. Erroneous inputs

(containing commas, semicolons or quotation marks) will generate
an error and cause the prompt to be repeated. The title will be

plotted along the top of the chart. Pressing [RTN] with no

input will accept the old title (represented by "old title" in

the example above). The main title may be omitted by clearing

the input display.

(OLD) 6:

Subtitle: old subtitle 50 character string [RTN]

The program is asking for the subtitle of the plot. This may be

any string of text, excluding commas, semicolons and quotation

marks, of up to 50 characters. Erroneous inputs (containing

commas, semicolons or quotation marks) will generate an error

and cause the prompt to be repeated. The subtitle will be

plotted immediately below the main title (or immediately below

the place the main title would be). Pressing [RTN] with no
input will accept the old title (represented by "old subtitle"

in the example above). The main title may be omitted by clear-

ing the input display.
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DISPLAY KEYSTROKES
 

STEP (OLD) 7:

Edit Slices Y/N? y or n [RIN]

Since the user may not desire to alter the values of the slices,

the program gives you the choice of skipping them. The response

string may be entered in either upper or lower case. Any invalid

input (string too long, commas or semicolons) will generate an
error and cause the prompt to be repeated. Single character re-

sponses other than "n" or "N" will be interpreted as yes.

A response of "y" will cause the program to continue at step

(OLD) 8 while that of "n" will continue at step (OLD) 19.

STEP (OLD) 8:

Slice units: % 3 character string [RTN]

The program is asking for the value units that each slice repre-

sents. Default is percent. Any three-character string may be

used excluding those containing commas, semicolons and quota-

tion marks. Invalid strings will cause an error and the prompt

will be repeated. The slice unit string may be omitted.

If the chosen string units are percentage, the program will test

the accumulated total for all of the slices and generate an error

if it is greater than 100.

STEP (OLD) 9:

Add,Move,Change,Delete,eXit: a, m, ¢c, d or x [RTN]

This is the branch point for selecting the following options:

Add: add a slice to the pie at any location. Go to step

(OLD) 10.

Move: move a slice in the pie from one location to another in

the pie. Go to step (OLD) 11.

Change: alter the characteristics of a slice in the pie. Go to

step (OLD) 13.
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DISPLAY KEYSTROKES
 

Delete: remove a slice from the pie. Go to step (OLD) 14.

eXit: leave the slice-editing section of the program. Go

to step (OLD) 19.

The response string may be entered in either upper or lower case.

Any invalid input (string too long, commas or semicolons) will
generate an error and cause the prompt to be repeated.

STEP (OLD) 10:

Add after slice i#: integer [RTN]

The response to this prompt should be the slice after which the

new slice is to be inserted. Only integers in the range 0 to

the total number of slices will be accepted. Inputting 0 will

cause the slice to be inserted before the first slice. Execu-

tion will continue at step (OLD) 15.

STEP (OLD) 11:

Slice # to be moved: integer [RTN]

The response to this prompt is the slice to be moved. Only

integers in the range 1 to the total number of slices will

be accepted.

STEP (OLD) 12:

Put after slice #: integer [RTN]

The response to this prompt is the location to which the

slice is to be moved. Only integers in the range 0 to the

total number of slices will be accepted. Inputting 0 will

cause the slice to be inserted before the first slice.

Execution will continue at step (OLD) 9.

STEP (OLD) 13:

Slice # to change: integer [RTN]

The response to this prompt should be the number of the

slice to be changed. Only integers in the range 1 to the

total number of slices will be accepted. Execution will

continue at step (OLD) 15.
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STEP (OLD) 14:

Slice # to delete: integer [RTN]

The response to this prompt is the slice to be deleted. Only

integers in the range 1 to the total number of slices will be

accepted. Execution will continue at step (OLD) 9.

STEP (OLD) 15:

Slice n Label: 17 character string [RTN]

The program is asking for the descriptive label for slice n, the

slice to be altered or added. This may be any string of text,

excluding commas, semicolons and quotation marks, of up to 17

characters. Erroneous inputs (containing commas, semicolons or

quotation marks) will generate an error and cause the prompt to

be repeated. Pressing [RTN] with no input is acceptable and

Will cause no descriptive label to be plotted.

STEP (OLD) 16:

Slice n Value: $% integer [RTN]

The program is asking for the size of the slice in the appro-

priate units (the example assumes "%"). Input must be an integer
between 1 and 99 (if units are percentage) or between 1 and 9999.

Real numbers may be input but are rounded to integers for use.

All other inputs will cause the prompt to be repeated.

STEP (OLD) 17:

Slice n Hatchtype: integer [RTN]

The program is asking for the hatch type of the slice. Valid

hatch type values are integers between 1 and 6. All other

inputs will generate an error and cause the prompt to be

repeated. A list of the hatch types can be found on page 93.

STEP (OLD) 18:

Explode slice n Y/N? y or n [RTN]

The program is asking whether the slice is to be "pulled" away

from the other slices in the plot. The program requires a

single character response. Inputs of more than one character
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DISPLAY KEYSTROKES
 

STEP

Plot

will be repeated. Any single-character input, other than "n" or

"N" will be interpreted as "yes". Execution continues with step

(OLD) 9.

(OLD) 19:

Y/N? y or n [RTN]

The program is asking whether the file should be plotted or not.

The program requires a single character response. Inputs of

more than one character will cause an error and the prompt will

be repeated. Any single-character input, other than "n" or "N"

will be interpreted as "yes".

See User Instructions for "Plotting" beginning at step (PLOT) 2

to plot the file.

A negative response will cause the program to terminate.
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PLOTTING

DISPLAY KEYSTROKES

STEP (PLOT) 1:
run "pplot" [RTN]

STEP (PLOT) 2:

Data Filename? PDATA 13 character string [RTN]

STEP

Plot

This prompt requests the name of the data file to be manipu-

lated. Any string of up to 13 characters, upper or lower

case, Will be accepted. Strings longer than 13 characters or

containing commas, semicolons or quotation marks will generate

an error message and cause the prompt to be repeated. A string

that represents an invalid file specifier will not be detected

until the program tries to access the file. At that time an

error Will be generated and the prompt will be redisplayed.

Press [RTN] to accept the default file name.

The catalog information for the selected file will be displayed

for the current DELAY setting before it is accessed.

(PLOT) 3:

Rate (F,M,S): f, m or s [RTN]

The program is asking whether it should plot fast, medium or

slow. The selection is mostly user preference, but a slow speed

may be required to prevent pen skipping on such things as slides

for overhead projectors. Only "f", "m" and "s" are allowed inputs.

All other inputs will generate an error and cause the prompt to

be repeated.

The program continues from here to generate the plot.
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ERROR MESSAGE

Number Message Description

 

16

42

43

uy

56

62

63

68

34

nn

or 42

Not enough memory

Line too long

Number only

No commas

Error in HP-IL loop

No file: name

Invalid name

Wrong file type

Not a plot file

Unable to run

Not enough memory exists

in order to create or

expand the data file.

The text the user has

input is longer than that

allowed by the prompt.

The user entered text in

response to a numeric

prompt.

Either too many numeric

inputs were specified or

commas or semicolons were

entered in a text string.

The HP-IL loop is broken

or some other physical

error has occurred. The

loop should be checked.

The specified data file

was not found either in

memory or on the specified

mass storage device.

The file name or device

specifier is illegal.

An error occurred when

trying to access the data

file.

The data file specified is

not reconized as being a

plot file.

This is the default

message when an error

occurs that is not one of

those listed above. The

error number is reported

so that the associated

HP-T75 error message can be

determined.



 

 

   

 

 PROGRAM DETAIL    

Variables:

 

the edit program

 

A$[1]

BO

B1

B2

C$[3]

D1

D2

D$

D9$

E$[20]

F$

G$[3]

L$[50]

y/n response; response to option prompt.

not used.

1 = file has been copied from cassette

to memory.

2 - file has not been copied.

file not on memory.

- file in memory.Q
Q
— |

matches D until out of the file creation

routines, then B2=0. It is used by the

error message routine.

STR$(T1)

1 - edit existing file.

0 - create new file.

slice hatch type; slice type in %.

temporary storage of hatch type.

dummy storage from file; STR$(D1).

slice size input.

error message.

file name.

units label.

slice index.

slice after which to add; slice to move.

slice after which to move.

file name + device specifier; title.
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L2$ temporary storage of slice title.

N pointer to file; number of slices.

P$ ESC&"<Y/N"

R index to records in the data file.

S$ "Main Title: "; "Subtitle: "; slice title.

T1 slice size; total percent represented by slices;

hatch type.

T2 temporary storage of slice size.

Y$ first character(s) read from data file.

the plot program

A angle index for pie perimeter; midangle of slice.

A1 lower bound of current slice.

A2 upper bound of current slice.

A3 tempory storage of slice midangle.

A2(10) slice sizes.

A3(10) slice hatch types.

A4(10,3) minimum, maximum and midangle for each slice.

A5(4,6) not used.

A6 (U4) not used.

A$ plot rate response; dummy input.

B temporary storage of slice lower bound.

BO 1 = file has been copied from cassette to memory.

2 - file has not been copied.
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D1

D2

E$

G1

G2

G3

Gu

G5

G6

G7

G8

G9

H1

H2

L1

L2

L3

index for hatch direction.

index for hatch lines through slice.

x coordinate of hatch intersection with low bound.

x coordinate of hatch intersection with high bound.

1

error message.

character height; label length.

character width; number of spaces to shift label

number of lines to shift label.

temporary storage of label postiion variable.

250 - minimum x coordinate.

279 = minimum y coordinate.

10250 - maximum x coordinate.

T7479 - maximum y coordinate.

label position.

hatch type.

character height parameter.

character width parameter.

plot speed; slice index.

label offset from slice; temp. storage.

1250 - minimum x coordinate of pie plot area.

8850 - maximum x coordinate of pie plot area.

350 = minimum y coordinate of pie plot area.
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Ly

L$[50]

N

0

P

P1

P2

P3

PY

P9

Q

Q3

Ql

Q5

Q6

Q8

Q9

R1

R2

R3

S$[5]

THO00 - maximum y coordinate of pie plot area.

file name + device specifier; title; subtitle.

file index; number of slices.

temporary storagae of label offset.

pen number.

narrow hatch flag.

cross hatch/fill flag.

temporary storage.

hatch line angle.

SQR(2)

coordinate adjustment for hatch line endpoints.

Xx coordinate adjustment for scaling function.

y coordinate adjustment for scaling function.

X Scale factor for scaling function.

y scale factor for scaling function.

not used.

1/plotter scale factor (ratio of plotter

height to width).

file pointer; unscaled radius of the pie.

angle between low bound of slice and hatch

line in counter clockwise direction.

angle between low bound and high bound of slice

in counter clockwise direction.

angle between low bound and high bound of slice

in counter clockwise direction.

distance between hatch lines.

units characters.
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T1

T2

X1

X2

X3

X9

X$

Y1

Ye

Y3

Y9

total of pie slices in percent.

scale factor for intersection of hatch line and

low bound of slice.

scale factor for intersection of hatch line and

high bound of slice.

x coordinate to plot (absolute plotter units).

preliminary scaling of x coordinate.

scaling of x coordinate of intersection.

temporary storage.

Xx coordinate of pie tip.

file name; first character from data file.

y coordinate to plot (absolute plotter units).

preliminary scaling of y coordinate.

scaling of y coordinate of intersection.

temporary storage.

y coordinate of pie tip.

index to slice terminals.



 

  

   PROGRAM LISTING   
 

S00 Fie Flot File Creation

A000 HEF-TE Graphics Dolutions Book

G0 May 19RE

mo

HO DIM ATUL, Cs031, E8201, Bel, L050]

WLZEIT, 8801070, PEED, FELL]

FOO TNTEGER TT, Jd, MN, TL, TE, BRO, BL, BE, 0,

[I

HO Rese (27) 8707 BUMRE (217) 87 77 BOHRS { Used with y/n questions

ald

BOD, BL, BESO Rm Fes PATE

1g V data +i1le assionment

Pao

P30 OM ERROR GOSUR 2190 @ GOTH 140

140 DISF "Create a Mel Flot File "LPs;

ig TFL A%

PEO TF LIFRCE (As) =" NY THER 2320 Default is yes, branch on no

1&0 ON ERROR GOOGLE 2190 @ GOTO 170

P70 THFUT "Data File Mame: ",FiF4$ New file prompt

180 |$=F%

190 Oi ERROR GOSLIE 2190 & GOTO 400

S00 PLIRGE Fé Make room for file

2D GOTO 400 Branch to create

i FP file existeold file File is to be edited

SED RO, RBL=O0

240 DN ERROR GOSLIER 2190 & GOTO 250

E00 INFUT “Name of File to Edits 7 ,F#%5; Old file name prompt

 

HHO BR] Edit mode and file creation flag

20 LE=Fd

280 ON ERROR GOSUE 2190 ®@ GOTO 210

290 CAT Fs Does file exist?
E00 DISSE

210 ON ERROR GDSUE 21920 ® GOTO 350

FROOTF OBL OTHEN BEl=0 @ GOTO 250 ELSE 40 If file is in memory...

AE0TF BOOTHEN FLRGE F$ If file was copied from cassette...

E40 GOTO 220 Try new file

IERO Les=Felt a ONT Drive must be assigned ":CA"

IHD TAT LL Does file exist on tape?
AAO DTS LOADING FILET

S80 CORY Le TO Fé Copy from cassette to memory

HPO RO= File was copied

400 ASSIGN # 1 TO Fs, BAST

410 IF D=0 THEN FRINT # 1 3 "p* ® GOTO If new file, initialize

490 1 af new file

A420 READ # 1 3 v4

430 TF Yé="p" THEM 470 Test existing file 
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eed ta

200

ol

Bo TNFUT

DISSE "NOT A FLOT FILES

WATT

GOTO 250
i

Bids=0)

ON ERROR GOSUER 2190 @ GOTO 510

IF DD THEN DISBF "Edit Titles “%4F$;

AE Dif File exists. prompt fo

roedit option

S20

SEO

540)

SEO

Sh

STO

SEO

AW)

HOO

&H1O

Ly 20)

EEO

EET

&HA0

HDO

EEO

ETO

HBO

new file,

HO
700

AD

710

720

7EO

TO

740

TE0

760

0OT0)

776

780

790

BOO

£8310

820

B30

£340

850

Bh

B70

880

$1,700 3

B40

IF UFRRCS (A$) ="N" THEN 480

tat les

Se="Main Title:

IF D THEN READ # L.,M 3

read title i+ file exists

ON ERROR GOSUR 2190 @ GOTO &OO

DIGF S$; © INFUT "7, L%3l.%

FRINT # 1.N 3 L%

IF NELO THEN ASO

S="Subtitles °

f= 1

HOT S580

I.d=

' slices
i

IF D=0 THEN G$="%7°" & GOTO 710 !' i+

provide default

DIGF "Edit Slices "%F$; © INFUT A%

IF UPRCS (A$) ="N" THEN 1700 ELSE RE

Ge. NWN

ON ERROR GOSUE

INFLT "Slice units: 7 ,0%;0%

IF ID THEN FRINT # 1,20 3 G&,N i G0

store units 1n new tile

ON ERROR GOSUER 21920 @ GOTO 750

INFUT "Number of Slices: “3M

TF M1 OR NX1O THEN GOSUR 2150

750

FRINT # 1,20 3

FOR I=1 T0 RK

HS, DE, CH=""

GOSUER 1880

NEXT 1

GOTO 1580

2190 © GOTO 7320

©

GE. N

' edit slice
|

READ # 1,20 3 D$.N

ON ERROR GOSUR 2120 » GOTO 880

DISP CHR$ (1972) %7 dd, 7 s CHR$ (205) &° ov  

No longer in file creation

Default is yes, branch on no

Index to file

Prompt string

Prompt for title input

Store in file

If through prompting

New prompt string

Next record

Loop

Branch on no, default is yes

Store units in old file

For each slice

Get slice values

Go to wrap-up

Read number of slices

Input prompt
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   PROGRAM LISTINGI
 

  

g, 3 UHRE (195% hange, "3

B90 DIsF CHR:2{19&) EY elete,e” sUHRS (216)

Brits Tou

ROO THFUT 77 56%

G10 IF URRCS (A$) =" 4&7

PEO TF UPRCS (AB) ="M" THEN 1150

PEO OTF UFROS (A%)="0C7 THEN 1310

G40 IF UFRC$ (A$) ="D" THEN 1430

E00 TF URRCS (A$) ="X" THEN 1&00
§)

Yeo!

BTO

280

G0 ON ERROR GOSUIER GHOTO

1000 IMFUT "Add after slice #@ "3d

1010 IF J20 OR JXN THEN GOSUR 2150 &

DTD 1000

1020 TF J=N THEN 1070

TOO FOR R=N+Z20 TO J+21 STEER 1

1040 READ # 1,R 3 5%,D1,T1

1050 PRINT # 1,R+1 3 H%,D1,T1

1060 NEXT RK

1070 4%, 0%, CH="7

1080 IT=J+1

1020 GOSUE

1100 N=N+1

1110 READ # 1,20 3 D%

FRINT # 1,20 3 D$,N

GOTO 870

1140 1!

1150!

1160

1170

1180

1190

OTo

P70THEN
il

ELSE 87

add slice

SLED Ww 100

1880

move slice

INFUT "Slice

IF J<1 DR JEN

1180

1200 INFUT "Fut atter

1210 IF ECO OR EM OR

120 ww GOTO 1200

1220 READ # 1,J+20 ;

P2730 IF KJ

E GOSLR

1240

1250

1260

1270

# to be moved: ” 3.0

THEN GOSUR 2150 © fr
e]

l
a
i
d

slice #: “3k

Ja=RE THEN GOSUR 2

He, D1, T1

THEN K=k+1 ® GOTO

A090 © GOTO 1280

FOR R=J+19 TD E+20 STEFF —1

READ # 1. R 3 L2%,D2,T2

FRINT # 1,R+1 3 LZ2%,D2,T2

NEXT R

1880 FRINT #

1290 GOTO 870

1300 1!

1510

LTE20

12320 DN ERROR GOSUR 2190 @ GOTO 13540

17340 INFUT "Slice # to changes “al

1 +20 3 S%,D1,TI

change slice  

Branch to appropriate routine

If slice out of range

If last slice

Make room for insertion

Get slice information

Back to options

Slice in range?

Slice in range?

Get slice to be moved

Move slices up or down depending

on J and K

Move slices up to J

‘Insert slice

Branch back to options
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  PROGRAM LISTINGL
 

  
 
 

 

1400

14310

14EO

14770

OT

14830

1450

1 EOD

 

1&0

1&0

18300

1810

180

18350

1840

1850

THERM 135410

Sd, DLL TH

TF 11 OFTEN
Po THEO

 

He LEO

CTE 870
{

 

Vode] ete

TIFT
LF J) OF Th

1460)
BETTI CNEe
Mahl |
READ # 1,70 ¢ Dé
FRINT # 1,20 35 Dé,
FRINT #1, k+30
GOTO B70

deletes 7a.)

GOERS DEO BE

Elio Hobo

THEI

THER CaldiablR 20070

Powarn up

!

CHM ERROR GUESLER

DISF “Edit File "&P&Ey

TH ODIFRCS Ca% #7 NY THER

File

1 Ee

TRMFUT fA%

Ded 8 (70)

Al EO

Poewnstingsalad

TF eH” 0 THEN

Tei

FOR R= TO REO

FED # LF oy 4%, D1

Tle=T1+01

MEXT

TET l=] 00

DISSE TOTAL

Wer

GOTO 870

CIN EREOR GOSLE 2190 @ HOTO 1710

DIS "Flot "&P$s ® INPUT &%

TE OLFRCS (A%) =" RN" THER END

Es

CI ERROR GOES

Fab, l.b="FFLOT"

CAT FH

Dla

DN ERROR GUEST

TF NOT BL THER

Lobel" 2 047

CAT LL

DIS “LOADING FILES

CORY LL TO F4

RL Fa

Lokal”

THERM

TO

SLERO 1780GOT

A150 wm END

1840  

Is slice in range?

Get slice to change

Get slice data

Branch back to option

Is slice in range?

Shift slices over deletion

Decrement slice count

Store new count

Delete slice

Branch to option

No test if not %

Total %
For each slice

Get %

Add to total

Next slice

Total > 100%?

Cycle to options

Plot option

If no, end

Assume file not loaded

Test for file

If file in memory...

Cassette specifier

Test for file

Copy file to memory

Run "PPLOT"
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   PROGRAM LISTINGL
 

   

18&H0 Vet slice

TEFO

P8800 ON ERROR GOGGLE 2190 & GOTO 1890

1890 DILGER "Slices Ts "Labels “5 & INFUT

Try hde hd

1200 ON ERROE GOSUE 2190 @ GOTO 1910

P10 ITF BO OTHEMN BO ® GOTO 1970

P20 DIS "Slices Ty?

19350 TF DE="7" THEN FLT

1940 THNFLUT 7°, DHE" 7 LGe; DYE

1950 IF DO$01, 130707 OR DSC, 13179" 7

Him 1920 ELSE DI=Yal (DYE)

1940 TF (DIL OR D1 E99) AND G$="4" OR

(D121 OR D1 9999) THEN GOSUER 21%0 @ G0

TO 1920

1970 ON ERROR GOSUER 2190 6 GOTO 1980

1280 ITF B THEN B=0O » GOTO 2010

1990 DISH "Slices Ty "Hatochtvpes "3 ©

MELT 77, Cs T1

A000 TF TID OR T1xé& THEN GOHUR Z150 ®

Values “a

A010 ON ERROR GOSLIER 2190 @ GOTO 2020eed Seed wad ULE SL

2020 DISF "Explode slice’; TiFs: & ITNFL

THEN Tl=TI1-+10

S4,01,T1

OEO TF UPRCS (A$) #7 1°
2040 PRINT # 1, I+20 j
POS0 RETURN
2060 |
FOTO
2080
2090 FOR R=J+21 TO R420
2100 READ # 1,R 3
2110 PRINT # 1,R-1 3 L2%,D2,7T2
2120 NEXT R
2170 RETURN
2140
2150 DISF "OUTSIDE LIMITS
2160 WAIT 2
2170 RETURN
2180
2190
aah

R10!
2220 E$=" UNABLE TO RUN’
2230 IF ERRN=42 AND B2=0 THEN E$="L INE
TOO LONG &® GOTO 2550

2240 IF ERRN=47 THEN E$=’ NUMBER ONLY’
® GOTO 2350 ELSE 2260
2250 IF D THEN R=
2260 IF ERRN=16 THEN E$="NOT ENOUGH ME
MORY ”
2270 IF ERRN=44 THEN E$=7N0 COMMAS® ®
GOTO 2350

move forward

error reporting  

Put CHR$(136), the I/R key

Input slice value

If legal numeric, get value

Test for range

If out of range...

If no, then value = value + 10

Store slice values

Move indexed slices down one

Range error
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PROGRAM LISTINGL   
 

IF FRRRN=T4
wt MOT A FLOTEERE

Lo LOR
TF

BOGOTO
REID TE OERR
PERO OTF ERRRN=6D
FILE: “&F#& @
TUR
FEED
AR

 

EE
at FR

INL frFRR== ah
-

  

 

PF
GOTO

0 1Se
DSF

G0 WAT
70 RETURN

oygon
SERED

   Ei

A, 1

Le fn e Te A TR
(f J ed

Chil

EFF

AND
® GOT
Ee ERROR

BE

AO

TH HFT

THEN

THEM

THERM E$=" TRNVAL TD MNaME”

THER 273550

AND Le HFS

SAEED ELBE

THERM E#=" RK

Bl=1 a Hi

THEM E#=" WRONG FILE TY

Eobebhdy Bd ww ERD

 



 

 

   PROGRAM LISTING
 

   

£0

i

i

{

i

i

OFT TON

1 ot

128%

Froar am

Solutions

F1 e

Book

May

ARNGLE DEGREES

os Ma

STANDERY ONYO

100

110

120

1350

140

160

170)

180

190

200

210

ON ERROR GOSUER

BFO=0

XKp="FDATAT

DISF "Data Filename: 7

THRFLUT 77, X%y X%

DH ERROR a0

CAT x4

DISF

ON ERROR GOSLIR

IF RB1 THEN Bl=0

GOHLIER 1580 ® TO

poy sey en

all ath. Lv)PESO ® GOTH

GOTO 240 ELSE 29

I'F RO THEN PURGE X#

GOTO 120

[== X®%" 2 CAT

CAT L%

DISF “LOADING FILE”

CORY L$ TO X%

RO=1

ASS TGN #

READ # 1

TF X$2:"p" THEN DIGF

WAIT 2 © GOTO 120

ON ERROR GOTO EEO

INFUT “Flot Rate

IF URPRC® (A%)="F"

TO X%, BASIE

xh

3
R
E

fe
ed

MOT A FLOT F

(F,.M, Ss "a0

THEN IT=38 ELSE I=

THEN T=3

TINS LT

IF UFRFRCH (A$) ="G7

FRINMT USING “ES a
i

' Titles
{

ON ERRDR GOSUR 1580 @ END

GH=250

Gé=279

G7=10250

(5383=747%

R9=(G7-G5) / (GB-G&)

G8=(H8~G&H) / 100

F=1

308LIR 1740  

File in memory

File not copied

Is file in memory?

If file not in memory...

If file in memory from COPY

Try new file name

Default mass storage specifier

Is file there?

Copy from mass storage

Copy successful

Read first text from file

On error repeat prompt

Select plot speed

Initialize; set plotter speed to I

X minimum

y minimum

X maximum
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 PROGRAM LISTINGL
 

  
 

10 =

®a=H0E0

  CAO YEE
E40 We] O
=E0 READ # L.R 3 L$
S40 GOHUR 1780
S70 GOSUR L7E0
SHO GOSUR 1830
E90 IF N=10 THERM Ms@ MHi=3,7 @ y=730
OOF BOTD S50
LOG
H10 PV File

LED
LET, B=0
LAG F320
A500 READ # 1.R 3
A600 FOR I=1 TO WN
H70 READ # 1, 1+R 3 L$,A2(1) A500
HBO IF S$#7 77 THEN T=T+A2 (1) ELBE Ti
HEF0 ATI) =AST1) 1
TOO NEXT I
710 IF SHHTHEN T=T/ 100
720 FOR Is=1 TO N
TED A4(1, 1) =R
740 A401, 5) =REIAOKAZ (I) /T/100
FEO AGL, 2) =A 01, 1+ {Ad {Tm ad (1,10) /

Sd, N

THD B=A4(01,735)

770 MEXT I

780 L1=1250 © L2=08850 & |35=000 Ww LL 4=74

7R0 D5= (1.21.1) 724

BOO QDe= (4-15) /22

B10 QI=11+12%0%5

B20 04=.75+10%06

B20 DEF FNX7(X7) = RBLXXT7+0E

840 DEF FNY7(Y7) = [Q&XYT7-+(24

850 P=

B60 GOSUR 1740

B70 E=|

BE0 R=6.%5

890 FOR I=1 TO WN

POO AP=0

P10 Y9=0

P20 AZ=A4 (1,2)

GEO H=AZ(1)

940 IF HZ 10 THEN 980

PEO X9=E%C0O5 (AZ)

60 YI=EASIN (AZ)

70!

P80 ' Hection  

Letter size parameters

Center text

Center of chart

Top of chart

Title or subtitle

Set relative character size

Move (X,Y)

Label (G9,L$)
Smaller characters and new y

coordinate for subtitle

Units character(s) and # of slices

For each slice

Slice label, size, hatch type

Accumulate total %

Decrement hatch type

Calculate fractional %

For each slice

Lower bound of slice I

Upper bound of slice I

Mid-angle of slice I

Next lower bound

Next slice

Bounds of pie area

Constants for use with FNX7 & FNYT7

Scale x coordinate

Scale y coordinate

Pen 2

Pen up; select pen P

Functionless constant

Modified radius of pie

For each slice

Hatch type

Not "exploded"

Coordinates of slice midpoint
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   PROGRAM LISTING
 

   
 

1010

10

1OE

1040

1050

1&0
1070

1 GEO

100

1300

1110

110

11350

1140

1150

1 1&O

1170

1180

1190

12200

1400

1410

14520

147350

1440)

1450

1460

1470

1480

1490

1500

1510

 

Ks=FRT
V=FNY7 (YS)
GOSUR 1750
GOSUE
Flea il, 17

(XD

1 7&0

FOR A=A1 TO AZ STEER 5

KmMX (XRECOR OA)

YepNY7 OYPHRELD IMA)

GLUE 1760

NEXT A

mp7 (X+RECOS (AE)

YeNY7 (YP+REGTN (AZ)

GOGUER 1760

KemNXT (XT)

Ya=FNY7 (YS)

GRSLIR 1760

ITF H>0 AND H#ELG THEN GOGLIR

NEXT I

1950

' legends

GOS 1740

HE45

EINER)=

Lhd, 0

FOR I=1 TO N

XG=0)

YF=0

A=ad (1, 2)

IF AZCI C10 THEN

X= kK C0S (A)

Y=XGIN (A)
i

1780

17360

Po Gkip Explode
I

IF AX=730 OR ACI0 THEN O=32

IF AX=30 AND ACP0 THEN O=1

IF AX=90 AND A<150 THEN O=7

IF Ar=1%5%0 AND A<CZ210 THEN O=8

IF AF=210 AND AC270 THEN 0=9

IF Ar=270 AND ACIE30 THEN Q=3

GOSLIE 1770

X=FNX7 (XHKC0OH (AY)

YaNY7 (Y2+L ASTIN (A) )

GOBER 1750

FREAD # 1,20+] 3 L$

Ld=l.%%" "LETR$ (AZINE

GOSUR 18350

MEXT I

I

"uh  

Convert to plottable units

Move (X,Y)
Draw (X,Y)

Lower bound of slice I

Upper bound of slice I

Draw perimeter of slice

Draw (X,Y)

Coordinates of upper bound

Draw (X,Y)

Midpoint coordinates

Draw (X,Y)

Hatch slice

Pen 1

Pen up; select pen P

Midpoint coordinates

Set character size

Offset from slice perimeter

Midangle of slice I

If not exploded

Coordinates of middlemost

slice point

Parameters for placing label based

on slice orientation

G9=0

Coordinates of label origin

Move (X,Y)
Get slice label

Slice label + size + units

Label (G9,L$)
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   PROGRAM LISTING
 

  
 

1520 X, ¥=0

LE3E0 GRDGLR L750

1540 Fe=i

L550 BOLLE 1740

LEED END

1570 1!

1E5a0

1590

1HO0 Es="LINARLE TIO RLUNT

1610 IF ERRN=1& THEM E$=" NOT ENOUGH ME

MORY®

1620 TF ERRN=24 DOR ERREN=42 THEN E®="N(0

T A FLOT FILE™ ww ROTO L&F0

16E0 TF ERRN=56 THERM E$="ERROR TN HEI

lL. LOO

1640 TF ERRRN=6E THEN BE$=" TNVAL ID MAME?

1650 TF ERRNC 6E THEM 1670

VPa&ED TF L$ xX THERM BE$="NO FILLE: “%X%

B GEOTHD 1AR0 ELSE BlI=1 & RETURN

1670 IF ERRN=68 THEN E$="WRONG FILE TY

FES ww DTD 1690

1680 DISH "ERR sERRMNy E$

1690 DIGF E4y ww INFUT 7,

1700 RETURN

1710!

T7208 HEFL.

177350

1740 FRINT LSTRG "EY

LIRN

1750 FRIMT USING "EY

im RETLIRE

1760 FRINT USING "EY og

i RETURRN

1770 G9=0 & RETURN

1780 Gi=H1%.5

ery or

END

HIT RTN 75 As

CEU BFL FOR RET

MELA, KL,

"FD Fis 1 " x " il . 1H 0 YY

1800 PRINT USING "ET 3

1810 RETURN

1820

18350

1840 |!

PERT, GR, LL

L.AREL.

1860 BE, BIEI=0

1870 G4=MOD (EY, 10)

1880 IF G4L=4 AND G4:

RIND

1890 IF b4x6 THEN GR=-{G1-.3535)

1200 IF MOD (G4, 3) =2 THEN Gl=-.,20

1210 IF MOD{G4, 5) =0 THEM G3==-,5

12920 IF GP:>=11 AND GR<=13 THEN G2=0G2+.

bb

19350 IF GR:=17 THEN G2=(-.b64

1940 IF G9=11 0R G%=14 OR G9=17 THEN 6

i 6 THEN GR=- (G1.  

Move (0,0)

Pen up; select pen P

Pen up; select pen P

Move (X,Y)

Draw (X,Y)

Select relative character size

Left justify
Move down quarter line

Move down half line

1920-1950: never used

 



 

 

   PROGRAM LISTING
 

    

Semlnlib

1950 ITF G9=173 OR G%=16 OR GP=1% THEN

mine.

1960 FRINT USING “EY 5 VORP, E20" "BE,

felt, Ld, CHRS CI) ® RETURN

1970 FRINT USTRHNG "EY & "Fl" © RETURN

1280 1

1990 V Hatch

2000!

S010 Pls

20 Fd

SOE0 H=MOD (H, 10)

2040 IF H=1 OR H=3 THEN F1=]

ZOS0 TF H=3 OR H=4 THEN Fi=1

2060 TF H=3 THEN Fl=11

SOTO PE=]OX L+ 1 XFL)

20R0 HRP

SPD J=0

2100 FOR C=0 TO F2

2110 Pass] 00-90% (G=1)

21E0 RiI=MOD (E6H0+ (G1 -F4) , 3607)

FLED RE=MOD {2604 (A2-F4) , SHO)

2140 RIE=MOD (60+ (RE-FR1), 260)

AEG PYLE OE)

2160 DI=RXCOH (R1)

TLTO DR2=RACOSE (RD

2180 IF ARSIDIY<.01 THEN D1=0

A190 TF ARS DEY .0)L THEN DE=0

2R200 IF RI=%90 OR R1=270 THEN Ri=R1-.00

   

IF RE=90 OR R2=270 THEN RZ2=RE-., 00

Tl=-TANIRKLY /F9% (122%)

T2=-TAN (RZ) /FI%X (12K)

FOR D=R-S TO O STEFF —&

IF RE2:-180 OR D>D1 OR DDE THEN 23

HOSUR 2680

GOLSUE 2870

GOSUR 2820

GOTO 2430

IF 260-R1XRE 0R DDI OR DDE THEN

OGLE 2680

GOLBUR 2720

GOSLR 2770

SOTO 24730

2 IF DED THEN 23590

2560 GOSUR 2680

AR70 GOSUR 2720

2380 GO0SUR E820

ZERO OIF DED2 THEN 2470

2400 GOSUR 2680

  

Pen up

H>10 if slice exploded

Narrow hatch

Cross hatch

Fill

Calculate hatch width

For each hatch direction

Hatch angle

Angle between low bound & hatch line

Angle between high bound/hatch line
Angle between low and high bound

Xx coord. of intersection low bound

x coord. of intersection high bound

Round coordinates

Scale factors for line intercepts

Scale

Line intercept move

Line intercept draw

Scale

Perimeter intercept move

Perimeter intercept draw

Scale

Perimeter intercept move

Line intercept draw

Scale

121
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   PROGRAM LISTING
 

  
 

2570

2580

2090
2600

2610

2660

2&HT0

2680

2690
2700

2710

2720

2750

2740

2750

2760

2770

2780

2790

2800

2810

2820

2870

2840

2850

2860

2870

2880

2890

2900

2910

GOSLIE
GOSUE
NEXT D
FOR D=D TO ~F+8 STEF -&
IF R<180 THEN L=180

THEN L=540
IF L~R1*R3E OR

SET70

2770

GOSUR F680
GOSUE 2720
GOSUR 2770
GOTO 2650
IF RE=180 OR

GOSUE 2680
2820
2870

GOTO 2650
IF D<D1 THEN
GOSUR 2680
GOSUE 2820
GOSUE 2770
IF D<D2 THEN
GOSUE 2680
GOSUE 2720
GOSUE 2870
NEXT D
NEXT ©
RETURN
Y1=D/P9
X1=XP=Y 1% (1~2K0)
Y1=Y9+Y1
RETURN
R=50R (R™2~D"2) /P9
2=X1-0

Y2=Y1-0K (1-2X0)
GOSUER 2920
RETURN
O=S0R (R"2-D"2) /F9
2=X1+0

Y2=Y1+0% (1-2X0)
GOSUER 2920
KETURN
O=D*T1
X2=X1+0X (1-2%0)
Y2=Y1+0
GOSUR 2920
RETURN
R=DXT2
X2=X1+0X (1-2%C)
Y2m1 +0)
GOSUE 2920
RETURN

PEO

AEEO

DDL OR Dx

DDL OR De

DE

De

THEN 2

THEN 2oa

 

Line intercept move

Perimeter intercept draw

Scale

Perimeter intercept move

Perimeter intercept draw

Scale

Line intercept move

Line intercept draw

Scale

Line intercept move

Perimeter intercept draw

Scale

Perimeter intercept move

Line intercept draw

Preliminary scaling of points

Scale factor for perimeter

Plot coordinate

Scale factor for line intercept

Plot coordinate

Scale factor for line intercept

Plot coordinate
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  PROGRAM LISTING 
   
 

a0 iF Z#HO THEN 2970

29:A KmNXE(X32 Scale the coordinates to be plotted
a20 FYOyFh

SEO BOSUR 1750 Move (X,Y)
ARE GOTO 2120

2970 ITF ZH THEN 20320

SRO A=RNX 7A(Xd Scale the coordinates

AON YmNYFO

E000 EOSUD 1 veEHO Draw (X,Y)
S010 GOTO 120 Increment Z and return

. pO IF ZED THEN Z0&0

K hmm YX

SOG0 YW E=YR

ZOD BLTu = ! 0 Increment Z and return

ZOHO X=FNXT 2 Scale the coordinates
S070 yefy

FORO GOHUR 1750 Move (X,Y)
JOO H=FNAT OIE)Y=RFNY7 (YE) © GOSUR 1] Scale the coordinates

 

~
i

TIO0 YsFNY7 (YE)
TLIO GOBUR 1760 Draw (X,Y)
TLEO T=MODZ+1, 4)
TALEO RETURN
140 ERD
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GRAPHICS

LINE PLOT
BAR PLOT
LINE PLOT

ALL HP-75 SOLUTIONS BOOKS ARE AVAILABLE RECORDED ON MINI-DATA CASSETTES
FROM EITHER A HEWLETT-PACKARD DEALER OR THE HP USERS’ LIBRARY.

Ky HEWLETT
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